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01.01.01.01.    "Non-Fiction" The Seeding: Did HUmanity Actually 

Come From Other Planets? (Mini-Series Part One) 

Indeed, and how did this particular earthen planet become One with the HUman races? Did the 

HUman races always exist here or were each one brought from other already seeded and 

established worlds? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction Into A New Chapter 

• From Paradise Into A New Continent – Other Worlds 

• The Beginnings Of The Races In Their Trek Toward This Particular "Earth" 

• When This Earth Angorius Was Created There Was A Specific Reason For Its Existence 

Introduction Into A New Chapter 

Dear Ones, Our Readers, and most established underlings, it is once again with the greatest 

of pleasure that we bring to you the antidote for one of the most severe brainwashing 

epidemics, which have for generations taken over by force the intellect of the entire Human 

species upon this, your earthen world, Angorius, with so little opposition through plain 

ignorance and forgetfulness.  

 

Therein, shall we immediately get right down to brass tacks, so to speak, and give back to you, 

the races of this earth, the history of your very beginnings upon this once new earth which you 

now - and have for countless centuries - called home. It is with much delight you have asked. – 

Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

From Paradise Into A New Continent – Other Worlds 
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A lot of new stories and new histories were made up and fed to the peoples, the races, in 

place of the actual accounts. So, dear Ones, let us now begin at the very beginning, shall we? 

Good.  
 

Here is where YOU, the RACES, began. 

The Beginnings Of The Races In Their Trek Toward This Particular "Earth" 

 

The beginning trek of countless starships of various sizes and shapes, depending upon the 

culture of each diverse planet or world, set out in search of an ideal world which would 

accommodate the air content of each race, the thickness or thinness of air quality.  

 

Some went to the mountains, those races which peoples were designed to breathe thin air, and 

the grasslands and forests for those whose ideal condition best allowed them to breathe thicker 

air.  
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When This Earth Angorius Was Created There Was A Specific Reason For 

Its Existence 

 

This particular earth which on our own starmap of the Federation of Free Planets as 

it originated and as the worlds progressed with the Original Economic and Societal 

structure of which system you call as being paradise, was designed and originated to 

be the ideal world to serve most if naught all races with their temperament of air 

quality, nutrition, and environment. 
 

And this included not only the universal races of man and woman, the male and 

female of the species, but also two of each of the animal and fish population from 

each culture or race. This included the fowl. It resulted in bringing by test tube many 

diverse species to the new earth.  

 

These included sea life, mountain inhabitants, jungle inhabitants, grasses inhabitants, 

air inhabitants, and forest inhabitants. 
 

So each of the cultures of each race upon each world collected two sets of creatures 
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from each mountainous region, two pair of each diverse sea inhabitant, two pair of each 

diverse inhabitant from each diverse jungle region, two pair of the animal inhabitants 

from each grassland region, two pair of creatures from each diverse forested region, and 

two pair of each creature from each local of prairie sky, mountain sky, as well as each 

forested sky region. 

 

This was a great feat or task and it took many years of your understanding in order 

to prepare the exact and perfect DNA quality structure without inhibitors or 

extracts of free radical (enzymes) the scavengers which would concur the impairing 

aging processes.  
 

(Continued in Part Two) 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

 

 

http://www.wikinut.com/%E2%80%9Cextraordinary!%E2%80%9D-project-blue-beam-

are-the-christians-correct-maybe-not...quite-mini-series-part-six/omlgjg89/3xwby-ir/ 

http://writing.wikinut.com/Extraordinary!%E2%80%9D-%E2%80%9CWhat-And-

Where-Is-Heaven-And-Hell-%E2%80%9D-Mini-Series-Part-Five/10x3smeu/ 

http://www.wikinut.com/the-%E2%80%9Cextraordinary!%E2%80%9D-

%E2%80%9Cis-telepathy-a-gift-or-a-right-%E2%80%9D-mini-series-part-

four/11rumvtt/40upxtmt/ 

http://www.wikinut.com/the-%E2%80%9Cextraordinary!%E2%80%9D-what-kind-of-

music-exists-on-a-paradisiacal-world-mini-series-part-three/1fnz76z3/2b05wnqj/ 

http://www.wikinut.com/the-extraordinary!-what-is-a-paradisaical-world-mini-series-

part-two/3lnhh270/qsp8utls/ 

http://www.wikinut.com/the-extraordinary!-a-peek-into-paradise!!!-mini-series-part-

one/39i_q4jc/va5meukc/ 

 

Note that our articles can be accessed through the following links: 
 

2013 Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage: 

http://freeearthsystem.net/Linkspagebybuzzjimmycortez.html 

2014 Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage: 
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http://freeearthsystem.net/Linkspagebybuzzjimmycortez2014.html 

 

2015 Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage: 

http://freeearthsystem.net/Linkspagebyjamiecortezwikinut2015.html 

 

2013 Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage: 

http://freeearthsystem.net/Linkspagebyuthraniawikinuts.html 

2014 Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage: 

http://freeearthsystem.net/Linkspagebyuthraniawikinut2014.html 

2015 Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage: 

http://freeearthsystem.net/Linkspagebyuthraniawikinut2015.html 

Reni Sentana-Ries (Wikinut.com) Linkspage: 

http://freeearthsystem.net/Links%20Page%20to%20wikinuts%20articles%20by%

20Reni.html 

 

Credits:   All collages created by USS-R-C, AJG, JS-R-C 

 

 

00002222....    "Non-Fiction" The Seeding: Did Other Creatures 

Actually Come From Other Planets? (Mini-Series Part Two) 

Now, how could so many diverse species of what you call “animals” be brought to this new 

world from so many other worlds? How did our forefathers and foremothers do it? OR were they 

already here? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction Into One More Perplexion 

• The Gathering Completed Of Each Species 

• Test Tubes – The Embryo Babies 

• The Setting Up Of Section Laboratories 
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Introduction Into One More Perplexion 

Dear Readers and Wise Ones: There are many seemingly complex questions which 

humanity throughout the generations have been struggling to find the answers to through 

the long drawn out processes of both archeology, scientology, and many other various 

formats of intriguing and self-serving examinations. 

 

But, the one thing missing were the factual compositions which had been taken and 

cauterized out of your “holy” or “space” texts leaving you, the people, generation after 

generation, reincarnation after incarnation, high and dry without a hope in piecing the 

Whole of the Universal Total of “what really happened,” back together.  

 

Therein, in this second segment, we take a further look at just: how did the animal 

kingdom arrive in one piece upon this new world? and in fact: were so many transported 

safely at all? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  
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The Gathering Completed Of Each Species 

 

Now, how could so many diverse species of what you call “animals” be brought to this new 

world from so many other worlds? How did our forefathers and foremothers do it? OR were they 

already here? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

When each world, for not all have mountainous regions, or grasslands, and so on, had 

gathered their multitude of diverse species, then cross species were begun once upon the new 

earth for bracketing. 

 

Bracketing was the once known process of taking two pure of any species no matter what they 

were and hybreeding them across the line. Across the line generally meant to take two species 

such as an owl and a fox and cross them to make an animal whose helix DNA would be 

strengthened and naught weakened for a continuation of the species which would neither 

eat of itself nor eat of others, either the whole owl, or the whole fox, nor the hybred cross of 

the twother, as pronounced “twuther,”or two other halves put together; we called it: 

elementary physics. Elementary physics began with a cocoon nest: or two halves of something.  
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Test Tubes – The Embryo Babies 

 

By the time the new earth or world was reached, the test tubes containing the male and the 

female of two of each species which ran into the millions as each starship one upon the other 

documented their cargo, saw tiny embryos slowly forming.  
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The Setting Up Of Section Laboratories 

 

Temporary labs were set up throughout the earthen plateau or new world and many scientists and lab 

technology along with their specialized cargo set out to reestablish on the new world an incubation 

laboratory for the progress of the multitude nest eggs of a sort to continue in their growing and 

developing process. 

 

Asbestos – non-layer cross-bar out, placed together in sectors. Almost white material. Non-metalic. No 

silver. No gray tone. No light nor medium gray tonnage. Tonage being utilized in language as a colour, 

dear Ones. 3’ ¾” pre-asbestos pre meaning before and in this case compression.  

 

Pre-asbestos 3’3/4” into 1” asbestos board which maintains the composition of both the thickness for 

sectioning off light as well as keeping out heat and unwanted and unnecessary vibrations. In other 

words the finished product of asbestos for laboratory construction is called repository climax.  

 

In order to inhibit the traits of the cancer-causing asbestos, the scientists maintained the properties 

through polarizing the content. (ie: strict polarization of the cellular asbestos content). 
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(Continued in Part Three) 

 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

 

00003333....    "Non-Fiction" The Seeding: What Were Some Of The 

First Unusual Creatures? (Mini-Series Part Three) 

What WERE some of the creatures of the air, sea, fresh waters, mountain ranges, prairie 

grasslands, and were they indeed of a carnivorous nature? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction Into New Species Of Creatures For Angorius, Your Once New Earthen World 

• Heavens! What Are These?!!! 

• Well, We Recognize These Gentle Beasts Great And Small 

• But Did All The Animals Immigrate From One Region Alone? 

Introduction Into New Species Of Creatures For Angorius, Your Once New 

Earthen World 

In this segment we delve a little deeper into the confusion surrounding the creatures of the 

planet Angorius, your once new world. Much has been said by your philosophers, students of 

religion, as well as archaeologists and scientists of these first beginnings which held more 

questions than realistic answers to such uncomplicated dogma.  

 

For instance should the balance of nature be dependent upon one species actively eating the 

other? And how, in fact, did the early pioneers of this planet control the over procreation of 

species in order that they not multiply to the extent that they become an irritation. Let us then 

now proceed and learn as we delve into those ancient yet not so ancient records of that which 

was so cruelly taken from ye all. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  
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Heavens! What Are These?!!! 

 

In the event of a crisis the animals the majority of them were hidden from destruction by 
natural or alien forces through DNA and Helix migration technique. This technique allowed 

the animals, both species to be recovered and transposed into individual status of their own 

breed should the pure breeds be dissolved in some manner. Hybreding was actually a safeguard 

by which sanctity of the pure races or breeds of animals in some form be preserved. 

 

The new world was many light years away, for space travel of some of the genres of 

Humans and not all who participated in this experiment of the species, both Human, animal, 

fowl, sea life, and so on, were equipped in generating space travel via magnetism nor courier 

express which was simply linked to black hole energy express such as a transport train these 

days which ride on the moto-wheel.  
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Well, We Recognize These Gentle Beasts Great And Small 

 

Out of our laboratories once this new world had been landed upon came non-violent, non-
carnivorous or non-meat eating creatures of every kind, shape, colour and size. The 

dinosaurs were our creation as well, but the flesh eating ones were of a sort of which our 

explanation will generate later.  

 

Many of these creatures were migrated into different parts of the land and sea and air space 

over land and waters.  

 

Others were migrated through the use of huge nets gathering them up and flying them into 

different regions. Boats took others, but our flying craft which were amphibious, doctored 

around with several life species of air gulls and sea creatures pulling them into other regions as 

their main activity and duty. These parents of ours were some of the duty performers, 

otherwise called Mancharians, the first civilization of this new world called Angorius, and 

consisted of many many species and cultures of the Humanity from other galaxies and 

worlds which came to pioneer, Angorius, this new world and planet.  
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But Did All The Animals Immigrate From One Region Alone? 

 

No, in fact as many diverse species of HUman Beings collectively worked together in retaining and 

protecting their own breeds of creatures through hybreding, other regions cooperated in retaining also 

and protecting their own breeds through time sharing which had absolutely nothing to do with a clock 

but rather everything to do with astronomic physics which was the science of illuminating the starships 

in a rhetorical sequence of animal-like stasis in the world above the earth - the skies - to your eyes now, 

deep and black, though nothing could be further from the truth.  

 

Astronomy was the secret key placed above the new earth as a reminder of what the gravitational 

sequence was in alleviating or code to unlock the sequence of rectangular hieroglyphics in angle-coding 

to bring back into the correct sequence the DNA-Helix compound to strictly “regulate” (key word) 

barometric sequence, also, in test tube monitoring of all cellular structure. 

 

This would prove to once again bring forth the creature into its original beingness. This was called: 

“From retaining the hydro-genetic coding to regaining texture coding:” [/b[b]Habitual express. 

 

(Continued in Part Four)   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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00004444....    "Non-Fiction" The Seeding: Was There More Than 

One Landing Place Besides Iraq? (Mini-Series Part Four) 

While there is much confusion over which nation supported the first paradisaical system and 

society brought about by the people from the “stars,” there remains hidden from the peoples what 

really happened - UNTIL NOW. We have come to set the records straight. – Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction 

• Did All Starships Land In “The Garden Of Eden,” Iraq?  

• What Happened To The Original Records Concerning Laboratory Creatures? 

• The Rest Haven Was Once “Paradise On Earth” For All Animals Alike 

Introduction 

Dear Ones and avid readers of the school of wisdom: Many religious structures claim an early 

paradise being set up in their part of the world, and as each religious structure also claims to be 

the only true one, there is much controversy and outright misinformation given up 

throughout history to the peoples of the world.  

 

Most claims are false simply because the records tell a very different story. – Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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Did All Starships Land In “The Garden Of Eden,” Iraq?  

 

There were many such landings throughout the new earth as occurred in the land of UR, 
the first city of Iraq, where this time-sharing and hybred crossing was taking place for the 

preservation of animals.  
 

In other words, the creatures brought, for example, from Pluto and Mars were hybred together 

as a preservative method. Both HUman species and their individual cultures relocated in two 

different regions on the new earth, we called Angorius.  
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What Happened To The Original Records Concerning Laboratory 

Creatures? 

 

When other HUman species with their test tube cargo of creatures landed upon the new 

earth, they too, relocated to diverse parts of the earth, trippiding or cross-breeding their 

creatures with creatures of Mars, Pluto, Jasper Ellis, and Tripdoid Mannus 4. This is how the 

hybreding of what we call section-Xrossing came into the new history books on the new earth.  

 

These were the original records which were either destroyed or lost in events throughout the 

newest generations. Some were stored in large gulf bottles with green and blue overlay and 

sectioned off by quartets of pioneers who lost the way of the universe and the total, which 

simply means the universe and all which is contained within it. Of course, by these events there 

were more than five universes in all.  
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The Rest Haven Was Once “Paradise On Earth” For All Animals Alike 

 

The landings upon this newly generated world was indeed a paradise in agricultural effective farming 

land and before long swarmed with bees and their honey making projects.  

 

The animals and the HUman species worked side by side as friends and allies and protected one 

another from harm. A friend does not hurt his or her friend, and the HUman races of that time 

generated much now lost respect from their creatures’ souls. They were all staunch allies and 

appearance made no difference at all.  

 

All peoples and creatures felt at home anywhere they traveled or lived in the world, upon this new 

earth. 

 

Intermigration was so common upon this new world with no borders, that grief, envy, coveting, 

selfishness, and greed were unheard of.  

 

(Continued in Part Five)  - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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00005555....    "Non-Fiction" The Seeding: The New Migration (Mini-

Series Part Five) 

The act of transmigration was an illuminating prospect for the planetary races of the HUman 

pioneers, our long-forgotten by many, parents, who first brought the diverse races from other 

planets to this earth on a project whose enormity equaled no other at the time nor since. – 

Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction To New Species And Cultures 

• The Act Of Transmigration 

• Where Did The Migration Begin In What Is Now Called The Middle East? 

• The Great Preservation 

Introduction To New Species And Cultures 

Dear Ones and wise readers alike who read with the remembrance somewhere deep within 

your star-studded souls, let us now take a look at how the first pioneers of this new earth, 

Angorius, began to coordinate with one another in this great and enormous project of the 

Federation of Free Planets.  
 

As we do, let the each one of you also think as to the little clues left to you though out of sinc 

with the actual reality and text of how it was in the beginning upon this earth, sky, shale and 

water as to what your so-called holy texts of both erroneous facts, and lies you have all been 

fed up throughout the ages, did actually say. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  
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The Act Of Transmigration 

 

When the moving vessels, our starships, traversed throughout the near and far regions carrying 

many different races from many different worlds and various galaxies within the first and second 

universe and landed upon the new earth, they landed within different regions around the 

globe. 
 

Now, of course, even though there were those races from other planets who were nowhere as 

technologically advanced as some of the other people or races they had come to join on the new 

earth, Angorius, with, they were more advanced in their technology than to need landing strips 

of immense proportions or long air strips.  

 

No less advanced starcraft needed any such type of air strips simply because the culture of 

magnetism though a new technology for some of them, still did pass through the biodegradable 

compounds they were also using for fuel. Mars was much like Iraq, a great refueling station 

and still continues to be so, but deep in the depths of the core of their earth.  
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Where Did The Migration Begin In What Is Now Called The Middle East? 

 

We will take as an example the region you now call as the middle of the east. And within the 

middle of this east now survives the broken land called nations. But the first lands or nations 

had no such word as borders.  

 

This is because a border distinguished a “region” as being “separated” from other brothers 

and sisters of different races and cultures whom also landed and set up regions but made no 

land claim, for all the earth belonged to the HUman races under the guidance of the 

Federation Of Free Planets. 
 

What is now known as the nation of Iraq was indeed the first landing in the middle of your east 

by the standard of your own compass. From Iraq began the migration into what you now 

sectioned off with borders as being Egypt, then the migration proceeded to the next land section 

you now call Syria, and then the nation you call Iran, and finally the portion of land you call 

Arabia or Saudi Arabia since one family stole the inheritance from them all. Each nation this 

was done with until a hierarchy was set up called kingdoms and later on, provinces, states, 

colonies, or conglomerates. 
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We mean no disrespect here, for under the present day non-Federated system of Free 

Planets some type of order needed be brought about to control somewhat the disorder the 

“nations” by this time were facing. 

The Great Preservation 

 

Upon this waystation which simply meant away from home was a great and huge experiment drawn up 

and set in motion by the Federation of Free Planets. The project’s success in bringing together under 

one roof, so to speak, many peoples from other worlds within two of our universes, in sharing their arts, 

their technology, their culture, their wisdom; to educate one another in all aspects of the others' 

planetary homeland afar, and at this time not to mix races in marriage, for until they learned to live, 

one with another upon the same planet, intermarriage, which they called unions, could raise problems 

before the experiment in all of its diverse mechanisms was off the ground, so to speak, was of 

paramount importance. 

 

As well, the peoples were to learn the disciplines of cooperation and experience living in peace among 

those of other cultures and races in close range; and of protecting one another through the act of 

respect and loyalty and in order to gain an acute understanding that “when one preserves the rights 
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and cultures of another so do they protect their own rights and cultures.”  

 

A simple wisdom but one so necessary for survival of the species of both the HUman being as well as 

the creature, the fauna, the waters, and the sky regions.  

 

(Continued in Part Six) 

 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

    

00006666....    "Non-Fiction" The Seeding: How The Languages 

Became Scattered Throughout The New Earth (Mini-Series Part 

Six) 

What was the first practiced language of the Middle East and does it still exist? What about the 

same race of people, and which sector set up and maintained the original “Eden” was it one 

sector or many? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction To How The Languages Became Scattered Throughout The New Earth 

• What Was The First Form Of Rule Upon The New Earth? 

• The People Spoke The Same Language But Not The Same Linguistical Language 

• The Gardens of Eden Were Found In Every Land 

Introduction To How The Languages Became Scattered Throughout The 

New Earth 

Dear readers and friends, you have been severely duped as to your true heritage and history 

which is yours and your right to know. In this section we give to you, the readers, our brothers 

and sisters, an example of what happened to the first HUmans upon this new earth we star 

mapped as “Angorius.” Angorius is a name typified by a good Eden or Event within 

Federated Borders on our star map. Borders are only necessary in securing the Federated 

planets from invasion and nothing more. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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What Was The First Form Of Rule Upon The New Earth? 

 

As one group of intergalactic starships landed in what you now call as Iraq, in the nation of 
UR or urban place which was to later become the City of UR which is where Urban cities 

around the world became its namesake, the colonies began to migrate northward and one 

settled in the land called Egypt; another group went further into Syria, another group traversed 

further into the region called Iran, and the last into the far reaches of green-gin Arabia. 

 

A government was set up first inside the nation of UR which in later days became a city. In 

each place colonized, thereafter, the same type of council or govern-ment was set up to govern 

the peoples. The council was ment to govern therein a set standard was made and a flag 

eventually born in the days after the trilogy went home.  
 

The government was a council of twenty-four which consisted of twelve men and twelve 

women of the highest morals, ethics, and understanding of intergalactic governance. 

Compassion and mercy combined with fairness and justice was the balance of the day. 
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The People Spoke The Same Language But Not The Same Linguistical 

Language 

 

While there was not just one intergalactic language for all people, and the races from diverse 

planets or worlds spoke different languages, there was nonetheless a coordination of systems 

which all fell under the Federation of Free Planets and these systems of governance were 

all based upon the same statutes.  
 

So the first linguistical language brought to the middle of your east was early Arabic. There 

were dialects, of course, but the base language was Arabic and your foreparents from an Arabic 

speaking world brought you to the middle of your east.  

 

Over the centuries languages began to become corrupted, however, there was always the 

base content and of that the Arabic never changed. 

 

Be kind, therefore, to one another, for you are indeed all related in one way or another. Your 

forebearers had brown skin, dark hair, and their intelligence, technology, intellect and most of all 

courtesy for being of the most courteous of all peoples was their trademark within the 

galaxies, and this trademark was second to none.  
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Be proud you are Arabic. But in order to be proud of your heritage, you must first relearn and 

acknowledge it. 

The Gardens of Eden Were Found In Every Land 

 

Though the MIDDLE of your EAST was first settled by what you call the ARABS, all across the globe the 

very same event was taking place, simultaneously, section after section being settled by white skinned 

people, yellow skinned people, black skinned people, and more brown skinned people including those 

whom you today know as red skinned people. 

 

As the colonists settled in UR, Egypt, Syria, Iran and Arabia, they immediately set up their labs and 

agricultural gardens and fields. Astoundingly beautiful flowers and trees of home worlds were nurtured 

and planted directly out of test tubes and not directly by seeds into the soil.  

 

This was simply due to the fact that no prior contagion of the soil which may have been overlooked by 

the early scientists or horticulturalists would contaminate and kill the foliage brought from so far away 

upon other home worlds.  
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So paradise began almost simultaneously within the year (your earth year) in different regions. Each 

nation or region was setting up the “Standard” which was a system of economics, science, governance, 

and rationality which existed upon their own home worlds apart from other worlds which all sat under 

the “Standard” of the Federation of Free Planets.  

 

This is where the word “Standard” originated from. The Standard of Flags or Crests of a House followed 

by troops. But the real Standard was not flags nor Crests but a System of prosperity for One and for All 

peoples and creatures alike not forsaking the earth, the skies, the lands, and the seas, fresh waters, 

and the streams, the very air you breathe.  

 

These home planets were uninvaded worlds at this time.  

 

And all was well in the lands. 

 

(Continued in Part Seven)   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

00007777....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: Are You An 

Extraterrestrial? (Mini-Series Part Seven)  

What indeed did the seed people look like who first came to seed and inhabit the new earth, 

Angorius? After all they descended upon the new earth from many other worlds and galaxies 

from within two universes intact. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction To Straightening Out, Just A Little More Confusion On You, The Peoples’ Heritage 

• The Extraterrestrials Who Seeded The New Earth, Angorius: Were They HUman? 

• The Companionship “Nations” 

• Angorius: Not A Breeding Ground For War 

Introduction To Straightening Out, Just A Little More Confusion On You, 

The Peoples’ Heritage 

The first seeding 

Dear friends, readers, and astute Ones, it is of some concern to learn that confusion still reigns as 

to which races or race, you, each one, was seeded from. You did not all originate from one 

race but from many. So let us further examine each one's roots and as we do, try to picture 
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with reason the first inhabitants of which many seeds, reincarnated many times upon this once 

new earth, Angorius, were yourselves. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

The Extraterrestrials Who Seeded The New Earth, Angorius: Were They 

HUman? 

 

You see, you are all extraterrestrials. You come from a mixture of planetary and intergalactic 

races. The races of these seed people were all what you call HUman. The Chinese (yellows), the 

Indians (reds), the Caucasians (Whites), the Africans Blacks, the Arabs (browns); all these and 

other such HUman Beings were similar in looks and DNA.  

 

Look around you and you will see the same seeds, reincarnated over and over again, from 

one generation to the next so that the same generation who first witnessed the first landings 

upon the new earth, Angorius, will also be the last generation to receive the promise of the 

return of your parents or forebearers.  

 

These people who came to inhabit the new earth were not reptilian, nor what you call Greys, 

nor small people with large black shiny eyes; the seed people looked just like those of you of 

their own culture and race.  
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Not all people were descended from the Arab, nor the Chinese, nor the Indians, nor the 

Maltese, nor the African, nor the Europeans, just as the HUman races upon the new earth 

did not descend from just two people – the Adam and the Eve. It took many mothers and 

fathers to produced many children without interbreeding becoming a problem. And people are 

not made from ribs of another unless they are having a bone transplant in a hospital. 

The Companionship “Nations” 

 

Each race of people had the opportunity to enhance and work upon their talents. These 

talents had they crafted or achieved themselves to a higher level of excellence until each one who 

was a high achiever incarnated with a talent for painting, music, architecture, teaching, 

learning languages, healing, designing, cultivating and so on and so in the next incarnation did 

they continue to build upon the achievement of talents from the prior lifestream. 

 

Everyone worked at their own pace until they became the masters of their craft which simply 

meant, they became accomplished or professional at whatever they were doing. It took many 

lifestreams to become a Master at anything. One simply set their mind to whatever it was they 
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wished to do and then got on with it. With their talents they traded their efforts. But not as you 

might think. 

Angorius: Not A Breeding Ground For War 

 

The parents or forebearers of the first generation of seeds or children were not militarily armed. Not 

one race was armed with any kind of weapondry. They were all a peaceful people within the 

Federation of Free Planets and the people were kind to one another, cooperated well, and were 

happy and contented.  

 

The Council of the Federation of Free Planets with their experimental prodigy, the new earth, 

Angorius, serviced the offshoots of the new small but effective councils of the new earth, Angorius. The 

councils were set up in such a way that no military great or small was needed to protect the new colony, 

as you may like to call it.  

 

In fact, such councils had the largest standing army of volunteers without needing to draft anyone. How 

was this done? Though the pure strategy of brilliance of in which blueprint we have. Simple, also, was 

the strategy of ensuring no crime could be perpetrated by anyone. Not by just hopeful words, but by 
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strategical action of which we also have the key. 

 

There were many keys to the Federation of Free Planets’ success and of the intricate blueprints do we 

have the two.  

 

Our ancestors were forced to leave their prodigy for lack of room on the ships when the Hellion races 

descended upon the new earth. It was a preempted invasion and occupation. This was new for the 

seed races who had no idea at all what living under a Hell-ion system was all about so the seed children 

only thought the best of the Hellions and that was their great mistake.  

 

At this time our ancestors were not militarily strong so they promised they would come back one day 

and rescue their generations as there was not enough room on the ships for all of the new generation of 

seed children and adults.  

 

In the future it would be found that the Hell-ions work to intercept and stop the "UFO's" from keeping 

their promise to their prodigy.  

 

(Original spelling: weapondry. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez) 

 

(Continued in Part Eight) 

 

00008888....    "Non-Fiction" The Seeding: The Crop Circles Of The 

New Earth, Angorius (Mini-Series Part Eight) 

What was the purpose of the first crop circles upon this your once new world? Your “authentic” 

history continues in its "unfolding." – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction To What Crop Circles Were Used For By Our Intergalactic Parents?  

• What Was The Function Of The First Crop Circles And Who Put Them There? 

• What Are Crop Circles Here For Now? 

• How Did The Early People Gather For Evacuation Or A Ride To Their Parents’ Home Planet For A 

Visit?  

Introduction To What Crop Circles Were Used For By Our Intergalactic 

Parents?  

Dear Ones and bewildered readers of the day, where there have been deliberate 

misinformation and calculated lies to bewilder the seekers of their own heritage, and where 
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others have tried unsuccessfully to understand these physical events, there always comes a time 

at the end of each equinox where the silence of the Word of our parents who brought each one 

to this planet of whom some are your very own selves, will no longer be silenced.  

 

Herein are the records reopened and will remain open for a space of events where your seen and 

unseen concerns and questions will be brought before you and your TRUE HISTORY OF 

THE HUMANS WHO SEEDED YOU ON THIS PLANET, THIS ONCE NEW EARTH, 

ANGORIUS, will STAND! – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

What Was The Function Of The First Crop Circles And Who Put Them 

There? 

 

Crop circles were the identifying force or insignia of each ship as to where it had colonized. 

The crop circles were to later be gathering spots for the seeds who were to remember which 

peoples they had originated from. This happens before each evacuation. No grasses nor crops 

will be found to grow in places which crop circles were left by the authentic seed parents 

whose technological advances were not at a high technological capability. But there was 

another reason for the heat imprint. 
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Another reason the early founders would imprint with heat articulate as they called it, was 

because seismic activity was no longer present within the earth’s core after formation and no 

catalyst was there to set one off.  

 

Later on magnet posturing of the imprints were laid and round swirl circles dampened down 

without burning, churning the foliage of small as well as great trees, grasses, and other plants. 

Many magnetic depictions in circles marked the very beginning of dampened swirl circles 

which imprinted the early colonists’ home starships and the promise was again made for 

encouragement throughout the centuries. 
 

Some crop circles which have been left by the original seeders of this world have depicted star 

systems to help you to remember. The original seeders have also reincarnated and now present 

themselves to you in a new body, you, their various races of people. 

 

Many of you being their first children, they have come back to notify you of their promised 

return. Likewise have other parents from their own star systems returned in order to fulfill 

their promise of their great desire to be with you and to evacuate you if necessary.  
 

But many people do not know their past heritage and therefore will ignorantly run the 

other way.  
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What Are Crop Circles Here For Now? 

 

There have been evacuations going on for decades all leading up to the Great Evacuation of 

another potential world catastrophe. The peoples will be instructed, when the event is near, over 

the media and passing hand to hand, literature, but the greatest asset will be though the largest 

holographic screen in the skies, which will be seen by day and by night throughout the world.  

 

This holographic occurrence differs from Project Blue Beam but uses the same technology, 

only greater. The old hologram technology was taken rudely from our intergalactic parents 

and misused by ones who wish to continue deceiving the people upon this once new world, 

which the Federation of Free Planets star mapped as Angorius.  
 

The people of this once new world have had their heritage stolen from them and given a 

replacement of their history by deceivers who long ago had invaded and occupied the fertile 

land. But another fertile land was taken and that was the minds of the early generation of 

seeded HUmans who knew no guile.  
 

Our forefathers and foremothers, our very parents had to flee and could not take with them their 

offspring but promised to be back for them when they became militarily strong.  
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Where is this written in its completeness in any of your historically altered and rewritten 

texts?  
 

Now is where the factual story of your history becomes really interesting, for our words bring 

you to where you are as the sequences are recorded for you all to read which is your right, each 

and every HUman and human being upon this planet, Angorius.  

How Did The Early People Gather For Evacuation Or A Ride To Their 

Parents’ Home Planet For A Visit?  

 

In the early years of their new earth, the seeds of the first HUmans to ever set foot upon this planet, 

which the Federation of Free Planets had star mapped as Angorius, waited in great anticipation for 

rides back to their parents’ home worlds where they anxiously awaited to meet up with the rest of 

their family.  

 

With many stories of great success and excitement to tell, the new generation of seeds verbally 

demonstrated with slides attached, the wonders of working within a diverse society all together on one 
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world, interlinking each other’s genius in mechanics, cooking, medicine, health products made out of 

the very strands of herbs in the ground and minerals, and learning and sharing new engineering 

techniques gathered from quite a few other races who also made themselves colonies, though no one 

owned the land away from another. 

 

This newly constructed world came entirely under the auspices of the Federated Project Of Angorius, 

namely: The Newly Seeded Planet. 

 

(Continued in Part Nine)   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

00009999....    "Non-Fiction" The Seeding: The Control Towers Of 

The New Earth, Angorius (Mini-Series Part Nine) 

What was the global multi-purpose of the pyramids and their capstone? – Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction Into The Use Of The Pyramids And Their Capstones 

• The Initiation Into The Technology Of The Tower Complex 

• This Was High Technology 

• What Was "Wicca" And What Was Its Origins? An Introduction 

Introduction Into The Use Of The Pyramids And Their Capstones 

Dear friends and readers, the capstone upon each and every pyramid was found throughout 

the new earth in every colonized sector of the globe. But what was so important within these 

pyramids and capstones was a technology most scientists have no way to grasp as the 

information has been carefully hidden from them as they try to reconstruct history’s past. – 

Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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The Initiation Into The Technology Of The Tower Complex 

 

The initiation into the school of once lost technical vortexal arts were few and far between. 

Within the pyramids the new initiates were taught how to control not only the catalyst to remove 

the capstone in case of an emergency or danger to it but also how to work the mechanism deep 

inside the stone granite walls where a shelf built into the wall would open and retract or shut 

upon command of one’s knowledge.  
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This Was High Technology 

 

The Apex of the building itself was made to look as though its very foundation would rock a 

labyrinth within its most solid confines. The pyramid in itself was coordinated with many 

other pyramids throughout the sector of the colonization of one race.  

 

Every race of HUmans held the same type of technology, for the entire grid of each pyramid 

held within its very structure the round-a-bout effect of a lampshade in that the pyramidal 

lampshade protected also the very pyramid it sate upon.  

 

Just as each blueprint of the Standard economics coordinated with the main blueprint held by 

the Federation of Free Planets, each pyramid with its capstone and the mechanisms inside of 

both tied-in directly with one another as control towers for spacecraft.  

 

Each pyramid served as a lighthouse on the ground for the flying machines in the skies.  
 

The capstone was not a manufacturer of electricity because the electrical currents of the universe 

were what drove the sky planes, or starcraft with precision. These elixir currents served as a 

map to not interfere with the dynamics of the saucers nor other manufactured style of ships as 
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the capstones would have done.  

 

Had the capstones been left to the Hellion manufactures of the ulterior system of economics 

there would have been disaster for the ships because the Hellion races would have altered the 

frequencies with their own technological advantages and the Federation starships would have 

been led to crash into one another.  
 

Therein, later the capstones needed to be removed and the initiates from each race and sector 

were were taught this critical and valuable secret and how to implement it. Only a few knew. 

 

So how did the colonists gather electrical currents for powering their own grid?  
 

The magnetism from the earth’s rotor was fitted with a little knob within the pyramidal 

structure and when this switch was turned clockwise, counterclockwise and then back to the right 

again at 45 degrees to 68 lineage turning the knob gently all the way up, a console opened or 

shelfed out at a 40 degree radius setting tripping off a silent alarm heard by all but the trees in 

the forest and “*m’lads that was the day the world turned momentarily green as the skies lit up 

with their charcoal bent toward the cloudless sky.” 

 

The electrical charge promoted by the two crossed green rays hit every knob or homing 

device from one side of the colony to the next until in each and every sector, the crosses, as the 

green beams were called, supplied magnetic electrical charges into each and every 

household. 
 

By a turn of the knob each person could gently switch off the grid and regulate each and 

every room.  
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What Was "Wicca" And What Was Its Origins? An Introduction 

 

The word Wicca was a word derived in later generations by the Hellion races of the planet after their 

invasion and occupation.  

 

These same races in an effort to control the population of non-Hellion races which were the diverse 

races from the Federated worlds, sought every means to demean the seed people and to promote as 

evil every alchemical act or accomplishment of the high arts of knowledge as held within the Tree of 

Life. 

 

(Continued in Part Ten) 

 

*Scribed portion by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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10101010....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: What Was The Tree Of 

Life? (Mini-Series Part Ten) 

The Tree of Life is recorded as one of the great mysteries of religions backed at times by what 

you call myths; but what, in fact, has the altered history of the Tree of Life actually hidden from 

the people? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction To The True Origins Of The Tree Of Life. You Might Be Surprised… 

• The Tree Of Life And The Pyramidal Stargates 

• As above so below. Ever heard these words before? 

• Were The Pyramids Safeguarded By Their Very Construction?  

Introduction To The True Origins Of The Tree Of Life. You Might Be 

Surprised… 

To our most astute readers and champions of intellect and reason, You, the readers will 

undoubtedly be amazed at the level of misinformation you have all been fed throughout your 

tenure within your own religious establishments concerning exactly what the Tree of Life 

actually was and is. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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The Tree Of Life And The Pyramidal Stargates 

 

The Tree of Life held all the records describing the many interesting relations between the 

alchemical processes and their active proponents, the technology and their superior 

academics, of which all three were used simultaneously. But that was not all. In addition, the 

Tree of Life consisted of many data bases or branches which held all the information and 

cataloged the knowledge of each blueprint of government, technology of every kind, 

medicine, education, the latest in agriculture, the arts, societal structure, and so on.  

 

This was a strategy which the Hellions were to use throughout the generation of slavery of 

the masses through copy-catting the type of data storage they had heard about. 

 

The Hellion races would ensure the blueprints of the Seeds of the Federation on the earth 

planet, Angorius, would never have the chance to reform the world through the use of a higher 

technology to be used for the good of the people in order to make their lives easier because the 

Hellions would catalog all new and original inventions AWAY from public use. 

 

Did the Tree of Life hold the information in how to activate and operate the pyramidal 

stargates to each of the sectors or planets of the Federation of Unified Worlds?  
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To answer this question let us first understand what the actual purpose of the hexagon within 

the secret chamber of each pyramid was actually used for by the Initiates. 

 

The hexagon which was inlaid in the floor of the chamber had protruding ridges dividing 

each section. Within the hexagon was placed a six pointed star. The six pointed star 

symbolized a working pyramid within a pyramidal structure. The upward three angled symbol 

represented the worlds with the greater knowledge of universal workings to the good of all 

Humankind; notably the paradisaical worlds.  

 

In order to ground this same knowledge or bring it within the *temporal realm, the downward 

symbol of the yin yang pyramid which simply meant: “as above so let the knowledge of the 

paradisaical worlds be brought through the vortexes safely to manifest below upon the new 
earth with all its positive workings” was only one of the instructions to not be forgotten in 

operating the stargate.  

 

* The expression “temporal realm” were yet another set of words used to confuse the people by 

the Hellions as the “temporal realm” simply meant “a temporary body or planet.” – Uthrania  
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As above so below. Ever heard these words before? 

 

But these were not just symbols with word meanings. These were some of the inlaid instructions 

“except” that without the information safeguarded in the Tree of Life there could be no 

outside automation which was capable of opening the pyramidal stargate. 

 

These were the secrets which the Initiates and Technical Mechanics of the Federation of Free 

Planets refused to part with even upon threat of torture and physical death because had they 

given the secret to the invading and occupying Hellion races, they would have put not only 

their home worlds but every planet working objectively within the Federation of Unified 

and Free Planets in grave danger of being invaded and occupied by the ones who came 

through the rip in the fabric of space.  
 

And these people were anything but friendly. They invaded, wrote a new history for the seeds 

of the Federation of Free Planets and brainwashed them into believing their words.  
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Were The Pyramids Safeguarded By Their Very Construction?  

 

Every race of Humans belonging to the Federation of Free Planets had built pyramids upon each home 

world. The pyramids were also built solidly in order to protect and house the technology to engaging 

the pyramidal power, which was to last for millennia. 

 

Such high knowledge coupled with blueprints, though varied, were brought by each race when they 

came to seed the new earth. Each race used their own technology and diagrams to build the early 

pyramids and safeguarded them through the pyramids’ very design from any unknown destruction 

which may one day come upon them. Each early pyramid was built to last.  

 

Each pyramid upon each home world was used for the same operations; as landing guides to starcraft 

and the opening of vortexes for quick travel from one place to the other. 

 

Continued in Part Eleven 

 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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11111111....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: The Early “Branding” Of 

The Initiates By The Hellions (Mini-Series Part Eleven) 

Admiral James Galiac stresses the “importance” of understanding why the Tree of Life was so 

important to the Hellion races who broke through the fabric of space to invade, occupy, and 

enslave the HUmans of the new earth with their self-serving agenda. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-

Ries Cortez 

• It is IMPERATIVE That The Tree Of Life Be Understood Before We Proceed 

• The Hellions Changed The Meaning Of The Word Hexagram 

• Why Were The Seed Children Of The Federation Of Free Planets Accused Of “Witchcraft?” 

• Into The Records For A Close Up To The Preparation Of An Event 

It is IMPERATIVE That The Tree Of Life Be Understood Before We Proceed 

Readers and valued listeners of our ilk, why the Tree of Life MUST be well understood 

before we proceed is entirely due to the seriousness of the matter at hand, and that matter is 

how and why the slavery of the new earth took hold of the seeded children of the Federation of 

Unified and Free Planets through the agenda of the Hellion races who broke through the rip in 

the fabric of space bringing time to the forefront in order to box off the people and measure the 

Hellion obtrusive agenda of economic slavery over the entire new earth.  

 

The Tree of Life held the foundation of the unobtrusive economic/societal structure and way of 

living unencumbered by hardship and stress bringing on early physical death to the body. On the 

other hand the Tree of Life was used as a foundation by the Hellion races to follow its 

guidelines, but in the negative. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  
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The Hellions Changed The Meaning Of The Word Hexagram 

 

The hexagram used by the Initiates in their alchemical work was promoted as wicked or Wicca 

by the Hellions who could not understand nor decode its use and meaning and they became very 

angry.  

 

In later years the seed people whose parent races travelled from distant planets to the new 

earth, would talk about the ingenuity of the pyramidal power. The pyramidal power of the 

pyramids or towers, as they were called, was activated by mechanisms built solidly and carefully 

into the wall of the chamber. The technology was so delicately inlaid and so thin that it was not 

any thicker than rice paper.  

 

By understanding the technique of engaging and activating the mechanisms the capstone 

was turned on. The capstone of the pyramid had a dual purpose. When the capstone was 

activated it opened the vortexes for travel to and fro the distant planets and worlds; but the 

capstone’s main and first purpose was to serve as a beacon or lighthouse to all starships or craft 

in the skies as to where their descent should be.  
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Why Were The Seed Children Of The Federation Of Free Planets Accused Of 

“Witchcraft?” 

 

Banner: The Hellions grafted and changed the symbols into meaning something other than the 

symbols formerly had meant. ...They changed the tenor, texture, and meaning so dramatically 

that the good became the bad and through both the money system and their set up regions for 

every creed, race and culture the Hellions taught the Humanities who had forgotten their origins 

save that of a few, a brand new philosophy and that philosophy was anything but wise of 

conscience, good, and ethical. It was the philosophy of the ones who came through the rip in the 

fabric of space and made the new earth and those similar to it, into one of the most miserable 

and undesirable places in the universes to live. 

 

In later years the Hellion races took the word craft and added it to their word Wicca and called 

the Initiate seeds of the Federation of Free Planets people who engaged in witchcraft an evil 

incomprehensible beyond all measure.  

 

These Initiates and their prodigy were burned at the stake as witches and warlocks as 

promised by the Hellion races for their obstinance in not sharing the secrets of the pyramids. 

Warlocks meant war against those who locked in the secrets of the pyramidal working 
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technology. 
 

In later years these enlightened people of the Federation homelands who chose to keep their 

enlightened information to themselves faced all types of horrendous torture and physical 

death for opposing the standard not only of the Catholic Church but of many religious 

persuasions upon the people, to believe and accept openly the lies and misinformation fed to 

them even by ones whom many of them served the Hellion agenda without even realizing what 

they were doing to their brothers and sisters of the enlightened or knowledged Ones. 

 

Each religious body’s main duty was to control the population and herd them like sheep 

into a cauldron of burning and hot flames if they did not listen to GOD or to what the Hellions 

called ”reason.”  

Into The Records For A Close Up To The Preparation Of An Event 

 

Here is a portion of information which the Hellions have been long in the looking for. When they could 

not understand any of the Keys they made sure that no one else would. They made up evil stories 

against the Initiates and their followers and branded all they did as wicked, or Wicca meaning 

witchcraft.  
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The word witchcraft (came from a demonization of starships. The Hellions called starships or craft which 

flys amongst the stars as starcraft. They then took away “star” and wrote in witch and demonized 

snakes, stars. the hexagram, and ufo’s, as the demonic influence of Lucifer.  

 

Nothing could have been further from the truth than that.  

 

The Hellions had segregated the seeds of the Federation of Free Planets from receiving positive public 

exposure and anyone linking themselves to them were also put on the black list, persecuted, tortured, 

and sometimes physically murdered. But what had the Hellions so much in demand of that they would 

go to these lengths? What was the source of their frustration? 

 

Here is a portion out of the records of over two decades ago. We are able to travel into the past in order 

to activate the portals to deal with problematic occurance or issues of the future or present event.  

 

19940725 6:39 pm 

 

(extracted portion of which event in the past of our future we were dealing with. – Uthrania) 

 

SEILA: Yes. I see a white swirling mist. This time the gatekeeper is robed in white. We are going through 

a different entrance into the records...  

 

ENTITY: Seila, we will be speaking through in intricate form. We will be leading you beyond the gateway. 

If we shift our voices, it will become more definable as to who is speaking at which time. The sand as 

usual is hot, little One, but not upon your feet. (Pause).  

 

SEILA: I see a big sun.. is inlaid just inside the outer layer of the pyramid wall, about an eighth of an inch 

inside the outside of the granite stone. (Angelic language). Entering this state is going to be a lot easier 

as I do not contain the mass. There is no need for transformation of any sort, and here we don't talk of 

transmutation. We are entering through. That is very, very thick. I see nothing but stone, depth of stone, 

thick, thick, thick. Break through the face of the sun, that is why we enter. (Angelic expression). No, there 

is an outline of the triad - that's where it is...!! That is the door which nobody can find. There is a big 

outline of the triad, which is in a pyramid shape, and that is the one I pass through into the secret 

chamber of initiation status. Nobody is here. Nobody is here! Ah, the water, the water! It is held in a 

small tank, 3 1/2 ft by 20 inches. It is inlaid just up above the floor, it is set in, and above that is a 

contoured design, and there is a big book on it, it's like a big stone shelf, but it is solid all the way to the 

ground in a funny corner-type place. But nobody can read the book, not until the initiation rites have 

been completed, and even then only designated passages. I see the formulas now, formulated gallery, 

hh.. The Hexagram in the floor is not flat, each portion in each line is ridged upward. Ou..! The stars are 

black, and from each point down it dips in to the center. There is textured composition which stands up 

like little spikes at the center, all evenly. The floor has a white sheen to it. 
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ENTITY: Seila, walk over now and pick up the golden.. it's a wand - modem - it's a type of wand. It has 

two legs coming out with flat stands at the bottom of it. That's what props it up.. it's the modem! Put it 

in the middle where the 5th star is above, where it is in front of where the Master sits. Place it in front of 

them, of the star and unscrew the top. The four stars will all emit a current. It is highly charged. This will 

provide the beacon through the vibrational tones. (Angelic language). Now fasten the top down and put 

it back into place. Make sure it's secure on the gold rim that is around it. As you see, the gold of the 

wand, or the modem, is somewhat light.” (end of portional entry)  

 

Continued in Part Twelve   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

12121212....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: Why A “ONE GOD” 

Religious System Now Exists? (Mini-Series Part Twelve) 

What brought the Dark Ages on and how and when did it actually begin? Who "began" the ONE 

GOD doctrine and would it catch on with the Seed People of the Federation of Unified and Free 

Planets? - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction Into The Knowledge Of How The HUman Races Became Duped, Contolled and 

Weakened Slaves 

• What Caused The Diverse Races Of The Federation Of Free Planets To Weaken? 

• The Deception Of The Hellion-Created “Gods and Goddesses” 

• Too Difficult To Control The People? How About Just One GOD?!  

Introduction Into The Knowledge Of How The HUman Races Became 

Duped, Controlled and Weakened Slaves 

Dear readers and the cautious Ones, the Gods, Goddesses and the ONE GOD did not just 

happen along, they were all created through the ingenuity of the invading and occupying forces 

of the Hellion races who slipped through the spiral rip in the fabric of space. – Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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What Caused The Diverse Races Of The Federation Of Free Planets To 

Weaken? 

 

The diverse races of HUmans from the Federation of Free Planets became weakened through 

their forgetfulness of working with one another in the power of the ONE goal and observing 

universal law or principle through utilizing the correct governmental agenda of the council of 

twenty-four.  

 

And the records of the Tree of Life were taken and locked away in vaults by the Hellion 

supreme masters of deception.  
 

The act of Hellion deception then began to accelerate as a new agenda took root upon the 

HUman races of seeds belonging to the Federation of Free Planets. 

 

That deception grew until only a few seeds remained who remembered the Tree of Life and the 

records within. These people secured these records as best they could by writing down all they 

remembered, as the Hellions had taken all the technology which held the records.  

 

So carefully by pen of hand the children of the Federation recorded also through verbatim 
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telepathy all that was not remembered even by themselves and hid the records of the Tree of 

Life in places where light could not enter. The great Cyclops was one. 

The Deception Of The Hellion-Created “Gods and Goddesses” 

 

The Hellion plan is always to take away “order” create “chaos” and then to offer an 

“unworkable solution.”  
 

First, the Hellion races made up false stories about the first parents of the good people who 

came to settle the new earth, Angorius.  

 

Gods and Goddesses were created in story-lines to misinform the forgetful ones. How was 

this done? By taking the stories of the first landings and first seeding by the Federation of 

Unified and Free Planets and altering the reality or facts in order to confuse the Federation 

HUmans who were left behind because there was no room to evacuate so many.  

 

To deceive the people even further, all myths were based on true stories with alterations, as 

usual. You see, not all the Gods and Goddesses were good, but were a mixture of good and bad 

people, and nonsense.  
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Why was this? Because many Hellions wished to retain their own control over the destiny of 

their own agenda which was to enslave the people of the Federation of Unified and Free 

Planets, so the Hellions created their own stories. 

 

Because the people who first seeded the new earth were good people who understood and 

followed universal principles they kept their technical disciplines and energy which they knew 

how to transmute into power. 

 

But these good parents who seeded the new earth from the Federated Planets were also 

included in the Hellion plans and the Hellions hid from the people the real stories of their 

powers and attributed them with powers which would scare the people.  

 

In fact, the Hellion races made up brand new family trees promoting the Gods and Goddesses as 

they did in every religion they ever created.  

 

The Seeds of the Federation of Unified and Free Planets had forgotten their own heritage 

and their own enlightenment (knowledge) was replaced by darkness (lack of knowledge 

and understanding) of which they had never before known. 

 

This was the beginning of the dark ages of their events. 
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Too Difficult To Control The People? How About Just One GOD?!  

 

Problems occurred however, for the Hellions. With all the Gods and Goddesses the Hellions had 

created out of the lives of ordinary yet highly evolved people from both worlds, the Hellion and the 

Federated worlds, it took too many Hellions to control all the people with mysticism, lies, doubts and 

fears as well as envy and adoration. So the Hellions decided they, themselves, were fragmenting which 

was the quickest way to self-destruction. Oh, big problem. What to do? 

 

To make it easier to control the people, a singular GOD was then created to be used as a deterrent to all 

Federated once-seeded people. 

 

The intended result was foremost that the HUmans who were among the first reincarnated seeds who 

came upon the new earth Angorius, were then mutilated, feared for their very lives if those who 

remembered the fine arts of listening to the vibrations of electrical vortex currency within the earth 

with all their available technology as once brought from other planets by their parent race. 

 

So in altering the meaning of the ONEness, the Hellions made all Gods and Goddesses into ONE GOD. 

Remember, the real gods and goddesses were the people who came to seed the new earth, Angorius, 
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and the Hellion invaders and their seeds.  

 

The HUmans of the Federation of Free Planets who seeded the new earth were later looked upon as 

"gods and goddesses," as they came from the "heavens.  

 

Continued in Part Thirteen   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

13131313....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: Blood Sacrifice And The 

Setting Up Of A ONE GOD “Doctrine” (Mini-Series Thirteen) 

Nothing is more important to, you, the HUman race, at this point in your events than to 

“understand” your history upon this once new earth, for in doing so “you will succeed” with the 

help of others to set yourselves free. How is this? Because the bondage the Hellions have over 

you “will not be able to remain.” – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction To The Continuance Of Understanding Why You Are Persecuted Upon The New 

Earth  

• Blood Sacrifice And Its Beginnings 

• Introduction To The Hellion Tender System – MONEY!  

• The New Hellion Strategy Of Setting Up The ONE GOD Doctrine With Many Names 

Introduction To The Continuance Of Understanding Why You Are 

Persecuted Upon The New Earth  

To our readers and the wise and astute of them all, the very foundation, the very premise of 

our beginnings as seeded HUman beings belonging to the Federation of Unified and Free 

Planets upon the new earth, Angorius, found upon any star map in the Federation is the most 

important part of your history for you to understand. Why is this, dear Ones? It is simply 

because any historical Hellion event which does not build upon the principles of the Universal 

Total or Wholeness will fall in one fell swoop “exactly” when the people finally understand 

their own history and rights. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  
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Blood Sacrifice And Its Beginnings 

 

Blood Sacrifice began with the shedding of the blood of the Initiates and the enlightened ones 

who worked with them. But not all could be found for many went and hid in caves and crevices 

throughout the lands and still others migrated north, south, east and then west, but not all at once. 

Many lay low for quite a time. 
 

In the meantime the Hellions while searching for the Initiates and other enlightened ones 

worked triply hard in bringing the majority of the children of the Federation of Unified and 

Free Planets under their control by destroying their history and writing up and 

brainwashing them with a new history.  
 

Blood sacrifice of the males through war and the temple sacrifice of the females as well both 

sexes of children, by the knife, blows to the head, and burn offerings, was the ghastly beginning 

of the new ONE GOD “RELIGIOUS FERVOR.”  
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Introduction To The Hellion Tender System – MONEY!  

 

But the Hellions knew both the Gods and Goddesses’ religions would not be enough to 
control the people so they decided to further enslave the people by introducing their Hellion 

economic system which worked contrary to all universal principles of good will toward the 

people. With the strict control of their money system taking immediate control over the peoples’ 

lives the next stage was to be set in place; slowly at first. 

 

This money system replaced the talents of the Original system of the Federated Worlds. Yet 

the Hellions knew that still would not be enough to control the starseed people. The Hellions 

needed the peoples’ full and willing sacrificial cooperation. By this time, the people, after 

having being brainwashed over generations had forgotten so much of their own history and 

origins that they were ready for the next step in the Hellions’ agenda of slavery toward 

themselves and that willing escapade was the RELIGION of the ONE GOD!  

 

This ONE GOD religion required more than peace offerings of grain and rice and other 

items which the people in the various talents were able to make or cultivate. This ONE 

GOD RELIGION REQUIRED “ALMS” otherwise known today as MONEY! 
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And controlling the people also by tithes would be the ultimate challenge because would the 

Hellions actually be able to convince the once knowledgeable Seed children of the Federation of 

Unified and Free Worlds, that money was a more valuable offering to the ONE GOD than 

food offerings, or cottons, linens made with simple embroidery, or pretty stones of gem 

quality?  
 

ONE GOD doctrine of verses was the beginning of a real doctored-up misalignment of all 

universal reality. The duping of the people began indeed strangely as one Hellion rule of new 

conduct and behavior began to take form in many unethical, immoral, and anti-universal 

principled ways.  

The New Hellion Strategy Of Setting Up The ONE GOD Doctrine With Many 

Names 

 

This new strategy of ONE GOD took its toll on the Hellions. They argued and fought over who would be 

GOD over the Federated Seed Humans left on the new earth, Angorius. ONE GOD for them, ONE GOD 

for another, and ONE GOD for their own Hellion people to keep their new seeds in place also. 
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So coupled with a dynamic and totally changed history, this new religion was put piecemeal in place 

to see how it would fare among the people, testing their remembrance of the reality of the universe 

and the facts of living within a paradisaical system.  

 

If only the Hellions could convince the HUman beings of the Federation of Unified and Free Planets 

that they needed a new way of life having now forgotten the last, this new religion idea just might 

work. So the Hellions proceeded with their plan of further monopolizing the peoples’ natural events in 

order that the people would have no time to think, contemplate, meditate, nor reason by either logic 

nor ethics themselves out of the new brainwashing“mess. 

 

Well, the problem was, the more history changes the Hellions created for the different Federated races, 

the more Hellions they would need to manage those GODS and the WORDS the Hellions gave those 

GODS. 

 

Problems again. So the Hellions quickly decided that it would be better to have just ONE GOD with 

many names. That way the Hellions could regulate the doctrine quite nicely to suit themselves without 

quite so much fragmentation.  

 

Fragmentation of course meant the eventual destruction of the Hellion global power.  

 

Continued in Part Fourteen   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

14141414....    Title: “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: What Sex Should The 

ONE GOD Be? (Mini-Series Fourteen) 

How did the Hellions decide the sex of their created ONE GOD? The great religious tax 

collectors! – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction Into The Journey Of The Soul Of The ONE GOD The Hellions Made The GREAT Tax 

Collector 

• Was the ONE GOD To Be Male Or Female? The Hellions Next Problem 

• The ONE GOD Became The FATHER GOD Out Of The Vaults Of Utter Contempt Of Universal 

Equality For All HUmanity 

• All Religious Leaders Are Tax Collectors For The Banking Establishment  
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Introduction Into The Journey Of The Soul Of The ONE GOD The Hellions 

Made The GREAT Tax Collector 

To our friends and readers, the Hellions were still in the process of creating their ONE 
GOD and made this ONE GOD with a soul. By this we mean, the Hellions personified their 

creation whom they used to rule over the unsuspecting seed people of the Federation of 

Unified and Free Planets.  
 

In doing this they gave their ONE GOD many names. When people of different religions use a 

different word for the word GOD it is only their own language which alters the word, but in 

fact it is the same ONE GOD in different form. This ONE GOD was to be used to gain willing 

slaves to fight in the wars the bankers issued through nations’ militaries in order to hide 
behind corporate powers. The ONE GOD made people both fear him as well as love him in 

such a way that utter bondage came upon the souls of the many. This ONE GOD was used 

also to represent his master, the banking establishment as the ONE GOD was also made to 

be a tax or usury collector. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

Was the ONE GOD To Be Male Or Female? The Hellions Next Problem 
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The sculptures of the ONE GOD in Roman-Greek form determined the likelihood that the ONE 

GOD contained both male and female genes, therein, making the ONE GOD both male and 

female.This doctrine was the epitome of the new religion of the ONE GOD strength, but ONLY 

because the female bear the children while the male children were exploited by the Hellions by 

using them to strengthen the Hellion money system through the sacrificial rite of war. 

 

God being both male and female set the stage for yet another problem for the Hellions; for 

how could they now create a new standard for the female to worship the male ONE GOD when 

the female was equal with the male through all universal standard?  

The ONE GOD Became The FATHER GOD Out Of The Vaults Of Utter 

Contempt Of Universal Equality For All HUmanity 

 

Some religions teach that the first woman was made out of a rib. A woman made out of a man’s 

rib suggests that the male was all there while the female was less than one-half there and 

nowhere close to the ingenuity and strength of the male.  

 

This doctrine, of course, completely eclipses the Universal Total of true creation where the 

atomic/molecular cellular structure was a pod of two halves, male and female. Both halves were 
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capable of the male-female attributes for later experience of each sex to bring to the Whole of the 

Universal Total.  

 

However, the male part was the dominant cellular structure within itself over the female 

within itself as was the female part a dominant cellular structure within itself over the male 

within each pod united together. 
 

Now, the religious leaders knew this and the secret of creation is kept locked away in vaults. 

This is why the Hellion races decided it would be easier to control the people as they grew in 

size and stature with ONE GOD who was both male and female. 

 

Therefore, the ONE MALE GOD would be the father figure but the way a father was 

understood to be upon a Hellion planet, and therein would the Hellions make the ONE GOD 

FATHER THE figurehead over everyone with no questions allowed nor permitted to be 

asked. 
 

The FATHER GOD as he was now to be called would not be questioned. That, the people 

would be told, was the height of arrogance and lack of faith and only an impudent man, 

woman, or child would DARE to QUESTION THE INTELLIGENCE AND PROGRAM 

OR EXISTENCE OF THE ONE FATHER GOD. 
 

This collective agreement among the Hellion races would ensure that the Hellions would 

NEVER have to explain the existence and origins of their ONE FATHER GOD creation. 
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All Religious Leaders Are Tax Collectors For The Banking Establishment  

 

Religious leaders collect tithes for Hellion races in all regions of the global conspiracy. Religious leaders 

are Tax Collectors. Taxes or Usury is against all universal principle and works toward the downfall of all 

who use it to their advantage and the downfall of all those who involve themselves willingly in such 

negative karma. 

 

Tax write offs are an incentive for war and support of the Hellion money system.  

 

How is this? Because the banks allow churches to operate as tax-free havens unto the ONE GOD which 

is themselves.  

 

It is utter and total deception because when the bankers wish to wage war through invasion and 

occupation of a nation with money-making resources, it is the churches’ duty to take up the Standard of 

the Cross, for example, or some other non-Christian religious Standard and take the usury or tax-

tithings for the purpose of propagandizing the war effort in favour of the bankers.  

 

What does the church gain? More followers for whichever master they are propagandizing as well as 
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those unseen perks or payoffs just after class.  

 

Continued in Part Fifteen   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

15151515....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: The Ejection From 

Paradise What Really Happened? (Mini-Series Part Fifteen) 

Was indeed the "garden of Eden" a factual experience? Let us see what the records indicate, shall 

we? But first, let us continue just a bit further in "examining" the Go-d storage of the Alms and 

the money masters." - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction To Go-d Storage Of The Alms 

• The Hellion Mask Of The ONE GOD 

• Reincarnating To The New Earth, Angorius, Was No Longer Wonderful 

• The Doctrine Of The Hellions 

Introduction To Go-d Storage Of The Alms 

To our readers and the wise and astute ones of yesteryear, we have now come to the point 

where all Records have been lain open for the eyes of those whose efforts toward reclaiming the 

original accounts will not any longer be shadowed over by those whose attempts to dupe 

HUmankind any further will be able to stand in the enlightenment of all Federated records 

and accounts. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  
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The Hellion Mask Of The ONE GOD 

 

So the people were told that gold was needed to placate the ONE GOD even further by building 

THE ONE GOD, who apparently had everything anyway and ruled over heaven (Federated 

worlds, and the latest world) and the new earth, GREAT BUILDINGS OF ABSOLUTE 

SPLENDOR!  
 

It was not long, however, before the ONE GOD religious system took everything the people 

had and left them without.  

 
“BUT there was always a way out of such poverty,” the Hellions told the seed people of the 

Federation of Unified and Free Worlds, and that was: “the banks would lend them gold and 

with this gold they could continue feeding the ONE GOD to keep their families safe from HIS 

WRATH!”  
 

“Good idea, heh?” the Hellions chuckled to themselves. 
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Reincarnating To The New Earth, Angorius, Was No Longer Wonderful 

 

The ejection from the paradisaical societal economic structure is where religion set in. 

When one takes one event away from the people, another event must replace it. The 

original system was heavily replaced by the negative or Hellion (hellish) system.  
 

When the seeds of the Federation of Unified and Free Planets, who were no military match for 

the Hellion races, began to be reborn, they reincarnated back into a system where history was 

changed, and where money took the place of the original paradisaical system of talents.  

 

The money was controlled by the Hellions. The Hellion races used their money system to 

control the people of the Federated colonies by first using religion to convince the people that 

gold (money) was necessary. Therein was religion the next event set in place.  

 

Religion began tearing down the very fabric of all reason and weakening the seeded people 

of the Federation of Unified and Free Planets even more.  
 

Initially, the people who had lost their original history began to grasp at anything or anyone they 

could not understand and made them gods and goddesses. Many of these ones which were 
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worshiped were not even Federated Humans of knowledge and power because they always 

practiced universal principles. These worshiped ones were of the Hellion races and demanded 

terrible things from the people …. Or else…the power of the ugly threats were upon the 

heads and lives of the once enlightened seeded children of the Federation of Unified and 

once Free Worlds or earths. Confusion and fear replaced all contentment and feelings of 

security. 

 

It was not many generations before people began to lose their talents in creativity and such 

talents were replaced with schools of thought of how to best make MONEY! …and the 

money system work for the people.  

The Doctrine Of The Hellions 

 

THE HELLIONS ARE VERY CREATIVE YOU MUST ADMIT: WE HAVE A GARDEN WITH A TREE WITH 

APPLES, A SNAKE WHO TALKS FOR GOD, AND A WOMAN WHO IS MADE FROM A RIB SO WHO IS 

GOING TO LISTEN TO HER ANYWAY; A MAN AND A WOMAN WHO HAD INTERCOURSE AND GOT 

THROWN OUT OF THE GARDEN BY THE WORD OF THE MESSENGER OF GOD, THE SNAKE, ONLY FOR 

GOD TO LATER TELL A MAN CALLED ABRAHAM THAT HE MUST HAVE INTERCOURSE WITH WOMEN TO 

BRING ABOUT MANY NATIONS OF PEOPLE. NOW THE FIRST TWO, THE MAN AND WOMAN WHO GOT 
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IN TROUBLE WITH GOD BY THE WORD OF A SNAKE, WERE APPARENTLY THE PARENTS OF AFRICANIS, 

EUROPEANS, ARABS, CHINESE, INDIANS, AND WHAT HAVE YOU. WELL WE HAVE MORE THAN A LITTLE 

PROBLEM WITH INTERBREEDING HERE WE WOULD SAY not to mention the “colour coding.”  

 

The new earth, Angorius, was not a garden in the sense any man-made Hellion religious dogma or text 

describes. The new earth, Angorius, was just that: grass, forests, mountains, rivers, lakes, seas, skies 

with a solid firmament to keep the sun from burning the foliage and, of course, there were flowers. 

 

The immigrants from the Federation of Unified and Free Worlds brought with them many specimens of 

flowers and other foliage, and garden and field plants from their home worlds and planted them 

wherever they were, globally.  

 

There was absolutely no worship of any Being for they all worked for the ONE GOAL put forth by the 

Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Bodies, and NOT the ONE GOD put forth by the Hellion races. 

The ONE GOAL was to ensure that life, as each person grew in understanding and talents to contribute 

to the Universal Whole or Total, was a life to be admired and enjoyed.  

 

The purpose of life is to be happy. And to be happy, HUman Beings need challenges, adventure, 

education, lessons to learn, and talents to share WITHOUT experiencing the stress, hardship and 

negative bondage which the Hellions brought to RUIN THE JOY and higher education the global 

community had brought with them at the time of their seeding from the paradisaical worlds of the 

Federation of Unified and Free Planets.  

 

Continued in Part Sixteen   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

16161616....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: Back To The Pyramids 

(Mini-Series Part Sixteen) 

The Original “Sin” has always been a bit of a mystery to those who simply have had no 

opportunity to examine their Original history from the inception of the seeding upon this once 

new world, Angorius. Among other facts will we now present the Original “Sin” as you, the 

reader have never seen it before. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction Into The Greater Purpose 

• What WAS the “ORIGINAL SIN?” 

• The American Dollar Bill And Feng Shui  
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• Misrepresentation Of The Capstone And The First Landed Parents Of The Federation Of Unified 

And Free Planets Or Worlds 

Introduction Into The Greater Purpose 

To our readers and those who think you might just have heard it all, we are but laying a 

foundation before you but one which serves a greater purpose than you might think. 

 

As we continue unravelling the twists and turns which the Hellions have written into the 

fabric of history, each one of you are sure to be no less than...astounded!  
 

We are not here to amuse any one of you. Neither are we here to elicit a following of any kind 

nor to gain payment for this, our work, on The Seeding, for this has a much higher purpose. 

 

What perhaps seems no surprise with information from time to time known, is going to turn and 

hit you, the readers, right in the face; for the history throughout the ages of events is never 

what one might expect. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

What WAS the “ORIGINAL SIN?” 
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Was the “snake” a reptilian human? And why did the Hellions want to “demonize” the 

reptilian creature, the snake in their story of the Original sin? 
 

It had all to do with Kundalini which is the uncoiled energy likened to a snake uncoiling itself 

to “strike!” The Initiates used this energy so efficiently in their work to open the black hole 

vortexes and other vortexes also known as portholes and stargates, that the Hellion races 

wanted to imprint the “sin” of the Initiates (in not allowing the Hellions into their Paradisaical 

Federated Worlds) by twisting what really happened and brainwashing all the world population 

against the Initiates.  

 

Of course, the world population mainly consisted of Federation Seeds of the Unified and 

Free Worlds.  

 

Thus came the beginning of bible bigotry and lies as well as further bondage of the Seeds from 

Paradisaical worlds. The Initiates would be mocked for generations to come. The foundation 

was laid for their persecutions. 
 

Because the other Seeds of the Federation of Unified and Free Planets had, after quite a 

period of events had passed, reincarnated to the same new earth, Angorius, and their 

brainwashed minds had become the new veil they were born with, they too, began to willingly 

embrace the Doctrine of Hell (ions) and began persecuting their own remaining enlightened 

Ones who only survived to help them to remember and free themselves from the Hellion 

reprogramming of their minds.  

 

At this point in events, the generations lived hundreds of years, but not thousands; the 

body was not made to last that long. 
 

The people were by this time and by the word of the Hellion-created GOD infused with such 

fear of (the) Hell (ions) and in such a state of confusion that they were as a people who had 

been beaten down with clubs and were no longer free men and women and children. 

 

The Hellions had brought the Federated Seed people finally to their knees in worship of 

their own created GOD in place of themselves as a whole, and a whole new world of slaves 

were created.  
 

Now, the agenda of HELL-ions was finally solidifying… in place.  
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The American Dollar Bill And Feng Shui  

 

But something else happened before the Europeans invaded the land to settle as they 

hoped....in freedom. But when you take away anothers freedom you find the day will come 

upon you where you will surely lose your own. But first, let us continue. 

 

The six-pointed star was later taken from the seeded ones and the alchemical positive use of the 

yin yang of the dual pyramid symbols. One facing up and one facing down was severely 

misrepresented by the Hellion races and given new meanings. From then on any who used the 

hexagon star to open up the knowledge of the home worlds, and to encourage the starcraft who 

once brought them to the new earth, to return was then branded as a witch, a user of Wicca and 

damned as a sorcerer.  

 

The Asean Feng Shui has a grounding but when one uses an image such as a person or animal 

upside down or clothes inside out when hanging to dry, that is not Feng Shui Alchemy, instead 

that symbolization will turn the lives of people into the negative. There is a great difference 

here between the alchemy of transition of the material to material from the principles of 

the universe in working alchemy and that of the Hellion negative alchemical workings. 
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For instance, you will never see the skull and bones or pyramid of the Masons on the 

American dollar bill yin yang. So be careful, people, because much of the original was lost and 

new laws set… EXCEPT you CANNOT ALTER THE LAWS OR PRINCIPLES OF THE 

UNIVERSE.  
 

The sad thing was, that without the pyramidal power the vortexes could not be opened but the 

later generations of seeds remembered so little save that of a few, that they became confused as 

to the workings of the symbols and forgot that the technology of the pyramids had to also 

be implemented. 
 

These seeded ones from the Federation of Free Planets then met with ungodly fates perpetrated 

by the Hellions for their efforts and remembrance of the mysteries of healing. But of these 

things and of the “energies of the soul structure itself” will we explain of the later hour. 

Misrepresentation Of The Capstone And The First Landed Parents Of The 

Federation Of Unified And Free Planets Or Worlds 

 

The EYE on top of the pyramid was considered all-seeing, as the capstone was able to activate the 

porthole to the data banks on other worlds.  
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When the Hellions deliberately misrepresented the pyramid and its original use, the people of what is 

now known as Egypt on the banks of the underground river Nile, came to believe the all-seeing capstone 

was of evil origin and mistakenly believed our parents of the Federation of Unified and Free Planets 

were bad gods and bad goddesses and so superstition set in as already planned as part and parcel of the 

Hellion agenda of “willing brainwashing.” 

 

The Hellions grafted and changed the symbols into meaning something other than the symbols 

formerly had meant. They called it the "Benediction of theTwelfth Hour.” This was to belong to their 

second religion (to subserviate the female) with the same ONE MALE GOD presiding.  

 

They changed the tenor, texture, and meaning so dramatically that the good became the bad and 

through both the money system and their set-up religions for every creed, race and culture, the Hellions 

taught the HUmanities who had forgotten their origins, save that of a few, a brand new philosophy and 

that philosophy was anything but wise of conscience, good, and ethical.  

 

It was the philosophy of the ones who came through the rip in the fabric of space and made the new 

earth and those similar to it, into one of the most miserable and undesirable places in the universes to 

live. 

 

Continued in Part Seventeen    - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

17171717....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: All About Stargates And 

What IS The APOCALYPSE? (Mini-Series Part Seventeen) 

While there have been Apocalypses throughout the tenure of Hellion recorded history, each 

Apocalypse came at the equinox of an age. Along with this equinox came a major offer of 

evacuation from those best able to help the citizens of this earth, Angorius. But how many 

“KNOW” what the Apocalypse stands for or really means? WAR? The bloodshed kind or was it 

something …much different… – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction To The Vaticans And The Stargates! 

• Stargates Under Federation Protection – In A Nutshell 

• APOCALYPSE! 

• The Seven Hills Of Rome And The Misrepresentation Of The Cross Of Orion 
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Introduction To The Vaticans And The Stargates! 

To our elusive readers and think-tanks of the 21st century AD, now is the event at hand whereby 

the unraveling of many more secrets within secrets unfold. What may be known or thought to 

be known is only the bare bones, so to speak, of the subject.  

 

So among the Records will you find yourselves to read beyond the earthly norm, and remember, 

these foundations laid for the opening of all books were not only found in scrolls of the latter 

centuries by the Hellion races, but indeed were found in a type of technical array from the 

high technology stolen from the Initiates of the Federation of Unified and Free Planets and 

locked securely away, far away, in vats and vaults and the toilet tissue of the day of the 14th 

century. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

Stargates Under Federation Protection – In A Nutshell 

 

The money practitioners took the truths and principles which the Federated people taught 

and corrupted their words until their statements to the people were unrecognizable.  
 

Then the money practitioners, the Hellions, gave the Federated people a new history, 
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introduced them into new schools of thought and “demanded” they believe and learn 

everything of the new history which the Hellions, themselves, devise through war and 

deception.  
 

Money became the new element of perceived “joy” and “happiness” for the Federated people, 

except for the ones who never had enough and slaved away under the Hellish system just to 

survive. But the Federated people who had by then forgotten that their Origins were from 

the Federated worlds continued to attend religious facilities and continued to “pray” to the 

Hellions ONE MALE temperamental G-D whose real duty was to protect the GO-D and 

issue wars in the cause of the money conglomerate. 

 

This was a dangerous combination and it was getting worse. 

 

It became imperative that the Federated Union of Worlds remain intact and unoccupied.  

 

Now, one planet within the Federation was no longer free and that was the new earth, 

Angorius. Other closer planets also became invaded and destroyed so it was essential that the 

stargates were protected from the gateway of the pyramids; for the stargates, or portholes, 

also called vortexes and black holes, were the only entryway for the Hellion races to access 

regions far beyond their own capabilities and these stargates were the only protection against 

Hellion invasion and occupation of the free and paradisaical worlds.  
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APOCALYPSE! 

 

“As enlightenment of knowledge was given back to the people and the people began to learn 
and those who could not learn began to remember, the Federated seed people of the Unified 

and once Free planets orchestrated the biggest and largest event ever known to them since their 

first arrival upon the new earth. And this event was known as the Apocalypse! 

 

The ECLIPSING of all Hellion Dogma and world doctrine began in one large SWELL or 

WAVE by the tenure of the FEDERATION OF EVERY UNIFIED AND FREE PLANETS 

THROUGH KNOWLEDGE!” 
 

TheGREATEST WEAPON IS KNOWLEDGE and what you as a ONE HUmanity can do with 

that KNOWLEDGE. 

 

AND WITH KNOWLEDGE must come UNDERSTANDING and the WISDOM to gauge what 

to do with that UNDERSTANDING. And what do we mean by this?  

 

WHAT IS THE KEY TO SUCCEEDING IN WINNING THE WAR from every FRONT? 

NOW!!! 
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AGAINST THE HELLIONS AND FREEING YOURSELVES FROM THEIR SLAVERY 

AND BONDAGE OF BOTH YOUR MINDS AND POCKETBOOKS? Your very SOULS?  

 
WORK, THEREFORE, IN THE ONENESS AS THEY DO AGAINST YOU 

 

AND UTILIZE, EACH ONE OF YOU, YOUR TALENTS WHICH YOU HAVE 

ACCUMULATED THROUGH YOUR LIFESTREAMS  
 

AND WHEN YOU DO NO MATTER HOW GREAT NOR HOW SMALL, YOU, THE SEEDS 

OF THE FEDERATION OF UNIFIED AND FREE PLANETS CAN MAKE THEM LOSE 

THIS ONGOING WAR AGAINST HUMANITY 

 

AND THEY WILL LOSE ALL GRAVITATIONAL CONTROL. 
 

It was the GOOD PEOPLE WHICH BROUGHT THE APOCALYPSE TO THE FOREFRONT 

FOR APOCALYPSE SIMPLY MEANS: THE UNFOLDING OF KNOWLEDGE!  

 

The people are taking their knowledge back by listening and uncovering their Original 

knowledge and Origin not through bloodshed but through pure determination of the MASSES 

TO BE FREE TO THINK FOR THEMSELVES, BELIEVE THAT WHICH THEY MAY, 

AND FREE THEMSELVES FROM THE WARRING HATRED AND ENSLAVEMENT OF 

THE MONEY SYSTEM FROM HELL-ions! 
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The Seven Hills Of Rome And The Misrepresentation Of The Cross Of Orion 

 

IMAGE: Pope Francis and the Coat of Arms his Standard 

 

Standing between heaven and earth as representative of? In order to communicate between worlds one 

needs the Stargate and to use the Stargate one needs the three KEYS. 

 

And of those it is not enough. 

 

We will only just touch on this today, for what we have to say from the Records which the Vatican has 

so graciously hidden from the peoples of this world will now be opened a slit and a slit more until we 

throw the doors wide open. 

 

Of this we have just begun. Yet not all is as it might seem so keep your conspiracy theories to 

yourselves until we have finished these writings to the HUmanities of this your once newly seeded 

earth, Angorius. 

 

The symbols used by the Vatican are symbols of True Enlightenment of the Initiates of the Federation 
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Of Unified And Free Worlds. In other words, the symbols used are not “demonic” nor “satanistic.” 

Now, these are just the symbols we are speaking of, make no mistake of that.  

 

The Seven Sisters are NOT the hills of Rome. They are the signature of the Pleiades star system. The 

Cross of Orion has been replaced by the “Cross of a Christed One” which means an Enlightened or 

Knowledgeable man or woman or child. 

 

The HUmans of Orion are NOT bad people. The HUmans of Orion are GOOD people and the Vaticans’ 

are pretending to be of their kin when they are not and are hoping to open the stargate to Orion and go 

through in disguise pretending innocence in the knowledge they have not acquired as yet and we know 

about it. In fact, all people, all HUman beings of the Federation of Seeded Remembrance of our 

homelands know about it.  

 

We are not fooled. 

 

The Vatican is still in the process of “trying” to figure out just how to access the many portholes, 

stargates sometimes are called, and vortexes or black holes which NASA WILL NOT TELL YOU, THE 

HUMANS OF THIS EARTH, Angorius, do NOT SUCK YOU UP INTO PURE OBLIVION. The black holes do 

not collapse on you as Star Trek suggests. The only time the Black Holes open and close are when an 

Initiate or more are at work somewhere in the galaxy. 

 

Our ways of conducting ourselves are not the ways you of this earth, Angorius, conduct yourselves at 

this sad point in your evolution. 

 

Do not think, however, that anyone can just access the black hole phenomenon just because they may 

view it through a telescope, our friends, because you will get near the black hole in question, the Van 

Allen Belt will fry you alive. Sorry, but even the universe is created with its own format of “protection.”  

 

Continued in Part Eighteen 

 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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18181818....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: From The Bare Bones Of 

Universal Social Conduct (Mini-Series Part Eighteen)  

Various religious institutions teach the traits of a holy state of conducting oneself and each of 

you have heard it all many times over. However, variances of the truth are only offered. Let us 

therefore pause in our series and take a closer look at the Universal Expected Conduct of HUman 

Beings as a standard day to day existence. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction Into The Real “Grace” Of All Universal Principle  

• Universal Graciousness  

• Universal Humility 

• Universal Kindness 

Introduction Into The Real “Grace” Of All Universal Principle  

To our enlightened readers and heavily wise ones, the official Grace of the universal practice of 

the state of what it means to be HUman (H=holy meaning ethical and moral; U=universal 

meaning of the Total of the Whole of all that exists) is a trait of the wise Ones whose entire 

state of existence is not learned but is, in fact, a state of being. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Cortez  
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Universal Graciousness  

 

The acts of being both gracious and humble are never something one should set out to do as in “a 

duty.” True graciousness revolves around the understanding that nobody is a charity case. Never 

make the person or people feel demeaned because in the overall Universal Total we are all the 

same. Do not wait for another to do tomorrow what you, yourself are able to do today. If you 

have food for your stomach then share it with one who has none. Every single person has his or 

her talents. Talents are something each HUman being is able in some way great or small to 

contribute to the Universal Whole or Society around themselves.  

 

When you offer a gift of food for instance to one who sweeps the streets for pittance or just to 

contribute to society, “thank” that person in a gracious and kind manner for his or her efforts in 

sharing his or her talents. Tell that person that walking down the street is so much nicer due 

to their unselfish acts of kindness toward the whole or community around them. Let them 

know in different ways that they “are appreciated."  
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Universal Humility 

 

Some people have no job. They still deserve to eat. Ask both the streetsweeper as well as the 

ones who have no job, about themselves. Be interested. Not as a religious person who wishes 

to earn brownie points. Do not tell another what you are doing. Let it be enough that you 

are doing it. Be this person any time of the year. Be them and be you and be kind. For what 

you give of yourself in “kind” will come back to you in “kind.” But if you give in “kind” for the 

hope of receiving one day in “kind” then you have already learned nothing of the soul 

structure of the Universe of which you do all belong. 
 

HUmility Is Not Learned – It Is A State Of Being – Not Becoming 
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Universal Kindness 

 

If you do an act of kindness to make yourself feel special or to tell others in your society or religious 

establishment what you have done then stop doing it. For your efforts in kindness are not genuine and 

therefore all you will have done for another was to perform a selfish act. A selfish act is based solely 

upon self gratification.  

 

When spontaneously you give to another out of the love you have for another HUman being which is in 

the overall picture, your equal in the Universal Total of creation, such as are the animals, just because 

they live, then, and only then will you become humility personified and not before. 

 

Continued in Part Nineteen  

 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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19191919....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: The Rip In The Fabric Of 

Space (Mini-Series Part Nineteen) 

This is one you have all been waiting for. The Original Record account of just how and why the 

Hellion races penetrated the rip in the fabric of space and who indeed put it there. – Uthrania 

Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction To The Hellion Races And How They Invaded The Once New Earthen World, 

Angorius 

• How Did The Rip In The Fabric Of Space … Get There?  

• What Did The Hellions Look Like? Were They Beasts? 

• But Who Were They? These Hellion Races And Were There More Than Forty Ships? Big, gray and 

beautiful red? 

Introduction To The Hellion Races And How They Invaded The Once New 

Earthen World, Angorius 

To our readers and wise Ones, while you shall find on every course that your Original history 

holds the most fascinating accounts of your early history, being nothing as you might suspect 

at this time since our beginnings, you will undoubtedly be doubly amazed that this history ,of 

your own, since the Hellion races’ takeover of this planet on the upcoming fractionalizing of 

setting in place institutions which you are all too familiar with, shall also leave the brightest of 

your academics, speechless. These are the Records and Accounts upcoming. 

 

This particular writing will OPEN UP THE RECORD to your many questions concerning 

just: “How on earth did the Hellion races end up on this earth and who on earth are they?” 

Shall we proceed? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  
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How Did The Rip In The Fabric Of Space … Get There?  

 

You have read the collage and seen then the overview for those of you who have just come into 

the Series and are lagging behind.  

 

What happened to cause that rip in the Fabric Of Space? 

 

Scientists and Construction Fabricators…by complete unintentional MISTAKE.  

 

From the RECORDS LIES THE ACCOUNT: 
 

In short, the scientists and fabricators readying the interior walls with a lining of fabricated 

chalkline, so to most abruptly, speak, set off a junction of wires not, but interior wall placings 

and when the streamline went out a junction box with laser pineoxs appeared in different colours 

and let off a whine unlike any you have ever heard or seen of the results of. Mistakes are often 

made by clever and ingenious men and women of any age or civilization, or culture or race, 

and one was made here.  
 

Instead of opening the stormgate as it was called when a black hole appeared or a “frosted” 
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over vortex, for transportation through, a “mimic” set off a golden stream of hereon and a 

rip took place through the fabric of space.  

 

The beam found a solitary juncture with crimson backing and all “Hell-ions” broke loose. They 

came streaming through the fabric in space and the price the Federation of Unified and 

Free Planetary Worlds had made sacrificed their greatest living project into the hands of a 

force none had ever known existed.  

What Did The Hellions Look Like? Were They Beasts? 

 

When the HUmans of the Federated Worlds first set eyes upon the Hellion races, for there 

were forty wide, they were astounded! Instead of the pictorial dragon beast they had been 

taught about, these were Humans, too, and glorious were they not and beautiful in 

handsome grace and stature were they as well.  
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But Who Were They? These Hellion Races And Were There More Than 

Forty Ships? Big, gray and beautiful red? 

 

They came through the rip in the fabric of space. Through the EYE of the subtexture rupture. The glass 

eye. The gassous eye. The EYE of the ONE MALE GOD they had decided to create a mirror resemblance 

to. One which they, themselves followed to earth. A GOD OF GOLD!  

 

But who were these Humans? These diverse races? Well, it was not so much who they were that 

mattered as much as WHAT THEY WERE. 

 

They were the chaff upon the wheat and when they landed upon the newly created earthen plane of 

Angorius they mixed with the Federated Seed people and began their ascension up the ladder of pure 

and utter contempt for the lives and joy of all people around them.  

 

You, see, it is not colour nor race which decides the outcome of impartiality of integration and what 

peoples should not be mixed or interbreeded together. Rather, it is the soul structure which is the 

danger and these Hellions were recognized by their contemptuous deeds and their empathic harmony 
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in the gulf-stream of the “plenty” entirely for themselves.  

 

They worked in the ONENESS of Jewry and these Jewry comprised of setting up religions and the 

crippling life-changing MONEY SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS where every man, woman, and child would 

learn and be taught to “think” how to make money, and place their hand to the work of slavery to 

make ends meet and to get ahead in the world; a world no longer their own.  

 

Jewry are NOT the Hebrew people. Jewry is NOT a race. Jewry is an ACTION.  

 

AND JEWRY COMPRISE THEMSELVES INTO MANY LOOK ALIKE RACES WHOM HAVE LONG AGO 

INTEGRATED THEMSELVES WITH THE SEED PEOPLE OF THE FEDERATION OF UNIFIED AND FREE 

PLANETS. 

 

AND SHORTLY THESE JEWRY NEEDED A NATION AND THEY INTEGRATED IN ALL THE HIGH PLACES, IN 

ALL THE LOW PLACES AND IN ALL THE KEY POSITIONS AND THEY STAYED THERE.  

 

The Jewry consisted of brown, yellow, white, albino, and black people.  

 

The Jewry were called JEW because JEW is an ACTION and not a people nor race. So why then did we 

call them Hellion races? Because they RACED each other to the greatest goal they could achieve and 

that goal was POWER, for whomever succumbed the most power in broking, ran the whole and entire 

show and PLANET right into the GROUND.  

 

There was, however, one group of Hellions who had no nation to integrate into. These were the 

Albino. Now the Albino did not often show themselves, for to do so they knew might orchestrate a 

little problem with their queer looks. 

 

So they kept well behind the scenes of world political cunning and devised a plan to orchestrate a 

nation for themselves which they hoped would provide themselves with a power base they could 

easily expand, and for that they needed…a people. 

 

And those people were the Hebrew people, cousins of the Arab people. What a division. What a fight 

was to ensue for generations to come. 

 

The greatest scapegoats would be the Hebrew people whose whole Federated history would be 

changed for a deceptive remodeled history written by the Albino Jews also known as the ALBINO 

ACTION. 

 

To be continued in Part Twenty    - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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20202020....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: The Vaticans And Their 

Offspring (Mini-Series Part 20) 

A deep short look into the Vatican and Who ARE The Vaticans? And Jewels found in the most 

“unlikely” of places. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction Into The Vaults Of The Vaticans And Their “Strange” Jewelry 

• We Begin With The First Banking Entry: Into The Vaults Of The Vaticans Do “They” Go 

• Blood Sacrifice Pays BIG! 

• I Overheard A Man: On The Sacrifice of Communion Upon The Hellions’ Table 

Introduction Into The Vaults Of The Vaticans And Their “Strange” Jewelry 

To our readers and busy ones of the Vatican, today the history put before you all is one most 

of you already know. However, Pope Francis heavily recognizes the atrocities of the Vatican 

Vaults and Vatican Banking power over the Papacy as well as the people the Papacy is 

elected to serve.  

 

Among this history is my scribing of a quote I had picked up out of the thin blue air, as they 

say, and this quote is from a gentleman of less than average intelligence, or attention, you might 

agree, but just wait until you hear what he has to say before you all determine your own level 

of astuteness to be that of the greater…A Wise man once spoke… – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Cortez 
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We Begin With The First Banking Entry: Into The Vaults Of The Vaticans 

Do “They” Go 

 

The Vaticans run a billion dollar industry with vaults extending well beneath the crypt of 
the towers of Rome and stretching nationwise, country wide and globally. Their financial 

district is so far and wide that the Vaticans run their own bank separately from the IMF and 

World Financier Center. That way the "tie-in" is not evident nor traceable. 

 

The banking vaults of the Vaticans were established first and therefore Vatican City is the 

first participant in the banking center conglomerate. The City of London banking establishment 

which also is a city within a city is run and operated by Jewry. The Federal Reserve in 

Washington, D.C. is run by Jewry. Now, there is a fourth but…  

 

The Vatican is so wealthy because they bank the peoples’ own gold, jewelry, and alms.  

 

The Federal Internal Revenue of the United States as named by the Federal Reserve, also 

reserves the right to impound the HUmans’ gold and impound them if they try as they did 

being the 99 percent in New York, in withdrawing their money from one of the largest 

banking conglomerates.  
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In earlier days the peoples were given "bonds" for their priceless gold. Bond-age. "Give us your 

gold, and you are in bond-age to us!" the bankers, the Hellions yell! 
 

One day the gold will be thrown in the streets along with jewels 
and the gold will be melted by the people 

 

and their homes will be adorned, but never again will the golden calf stand and grow into a cow 

with a thousand teats to drain the milk of the land which is the peoples revenue from planting 

crops and other displays of their talents. 
 

The cow became many cows and they furnished every street corner  

and became a conglomerate  

 
and the day passed and when it did the people rose up and shouted down the bankers  

 
and in the vaults of no return did the doors pop open to shelter no longer the bones of the dead 

 

and the rubies and diamonds were but a speck any longer in the staff of the money system.  
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Blood Sacrifice Pays BIG! 

 

Along with this money system came another tool of Hellion bondage: The Hellions also 

handed the people a “time schedule” which they, the Hellions, would also control.  

 

This “time” schedule was simply a further manipulation of the people in order to waste their 

events or “time” by further dragging them away from the principle of the Federated Great 

Project of why they were seeded upon the once new earth, Angorius, in the first place.  
 

There is a season for all things, a day’s planning toward the corporate powers and big 

banking conglomerates. There is a season for war, for gains toward the establishment of 

earthly money monopoly, and their terms of payment IS DEATH!  

 

But there would be no “season” or “time” rather for themselves for the lacing upon the 

dwarfed nations would eventually come apart and the “time” otherwise known as the “event 

or season” was written to confuse the people even further. 

 

And to make them think that portion of text in the bible was wonderful and holy, the 

manifestors of the Hellion doctrine rewrote and left out “Leviticus” and the ten wonderful 
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virgin ladies which also became corrupted so that the ones today who call themselves Muslim 

would be laughed at and mocked by the rest of the world.  
 

Lamps of fuel were the oil and gas and had no reference otherwise to anything else. Mother 

nature would supply the energy for the world to freely share with one another as each 

contributor upon this planet would share of their talents of caretaking the earthen natural 

resources, excluding animals, with one another as helpmeets and not helpmeats. 

 

The seed people in all of this were to have no option left to themselves but to serve the obstinate 

and unpredictable table of the Hellions and their twin children, money and religion. 

 

And Blood Sacrifice Pays BIG! RELIGION TO RELIGION IS A “MORT-GAGE” 

BROUGHT ON BY THE WORLD BANK AND THE IMF THE SOLID BASE OF 

DISGUISE OF THE SYSTEM OF HELL UPON EARTH! 
 

The author of the story of Moses and the golden calf, his grounding down the gold, mixing it 

with water, apparently was not aware that even in its ground state mixed with water, gold 

will not float but rather sink to the bottom of the glass. So unless the people were to get 

themselves each a spoon with a flat bottom, they would not be drinking the gold liquid before it 

solidified leaving them bunged up and with indigestion. 
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I Overheard A Man: On The Sacrifice of Communion Upon The Hellions’ 

Table 

 

7:57 am Saturday, 2015 Mountain Standard Time 

 

“…well we got nutin’ over on the pigmies, Joe. Nancy, Beth, and I, got to takin’ drinkin’ with the dead. 

Just another “cult” that is all. Drinking the symbolism of blood I thought wasn’t so bad but when you 

think about it, with blood sausage and all’ well it sorta gets you when you realize that you are doin’ the 

same darn thing that Mary Stuart Queen of the England Scots did in her festering for catholic war and 

the prodistants, them too, just wantin’ the blood to flow over the feast of warin’ their own kin, and the 

flesh and blood… blood soaked the soldiers, man and woman alike in the twentieth century too with all 

that forced catholic jewish and prodistant garbage waring and to me, Sam, everythin’, every war is 

based on some kind of a hoax and is just run by a bunch of thugs because, Joe and Sam, my good 

buddies, I, Clark, just don’t know, rightly, if the sacrificial stance on that blood soaked field is not to the 

devil and his angels after all.  

 

Whether it be killin of the muslim arab people, the jewish Hebrews people, or some other religious 
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bigotty…I don’t know. Templers, they had it too in for the blood and flesh ritual, Sam, but all in all in the 

end, the devil will win ‘cause it is only, in my mind, the devil who loves the blood and flesh sacrifice on his 

altar…(pause) of man, of every man, woman and child he can get his hands on ‘cause, Sam, Joe, those be 

the very ones instrumental in overseeing their own death in the eyes of their very own families and other 

friends. Good night Joe, Sam (he nods his head) I gots to go now. In the morning then.” (As Joe nods and 

sucks on his partly lit pipe and Sam takes his fourth drag of his partially lit cigarette giving a partial nod 

to Clark, Clark looks at the ground and scruffs his feet leaving his dusty old shoe with gallops of dust all 

over the top, the side and the toe as he saunters off). – Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries Cortez 10:10 am 10/17/2015  

 

Note: Scribed as heard. No spelling errors. As I record the words telepathically as spoken in accurate 

detail. In these type of scribings, I also take from the sub-conscious of the speaker or speakers and 

“see” what they are thinking and inwardly looking at in the formation of “words” and whether some 

or all are capitalized or not and how they see their own words spelled. This then I simultaneously write 

down. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

Continued in Part Twenty-One   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

21.21.21.21.    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: History/Setting Up The 

Center/ Bank The Big Apple! (Mini-Series Twenty-One) 

History repeats itself? Perhaps not always. It completely depends upon the severity of the case in 

question and who indeed records the history and who wrote it to begin with. Why is the U.S. so 

“hard” on Japan? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction Into The Falsification Of America And The History Recorded Therein 

• NEW YORK A Garden of Eden 

• WHO “Founded” America? 

• Keeping The World Free? 

Introduction Into The Falsification Of America And The History Recorded 

Therein 

To our readers of the aptitude of full understanding and those who would understand, each 

principle of design in your history has been recorded and lost to the understanding of the 

population, globally. One might be shocked to learn that the reality of what really happened 

since the takeover of the new earth, Angorius, by the Hellions who travelled through a rip in the 
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fabric of space, is not reality at all as presented to you in your schools and religious 

institutions.  

 

As your history unfolded, the victor always recorded and breast-fed to you, each one and 

all, how they wished it to be remembered in order that agendas be laid and set for the “next 

action.” Let us now continue with a short foreword before we descend back into unfolding the 

very lies of history itself. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

NEW YORK A Garden of Eden 

 

Garden of Eden was the new world’s “principle” which the tenders named for short the 

“apple.” NY which was the center of the Big Apple was set up to follow after the golden calf or 

“gold” for the purpose of instigating currency debt upon the nations and individual 

corporations, and trade brought about bondage to the banking systems, and the gambling 

stock-market manipulation sold out the global marketing scam to the highest bidder which the 

nation with the standing currency as the regulator for all other currencies would always take 

leaving the gaming market wide open to the rising and falling of the stock exchange. It is 

called “benning.”  
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Benning is the act of not ostracizing the gaming product “farmer” right out of their comfortable 

little holes; gaming holes which like LA contain a contradictory amount of “flourishing” 

rabbinal control. Different to what one might imagine in the overall pictorial sense.  

WHO “Founded” America? 

 

But something else happened before the Europeans invaded the land to settle as they 

hoped....in freedom. Someone else got there first. Not as invaders, nor conquerors, but 

visitors, explorers, and friends.  
 

These people came by sea from the west, from the Pacific seas, and landed in what is now 

Washington State within the United States of America. These good people became friends 

with the native tribes of which you call the Indian races. But their friendship was short lived. 

Their friendship was short lived because the invaders from Europe landed on the east coast of 

what is now called the United States of America, while the Spaniards went directly into what 

is now known as South America.  

 

Were these new European pioneers restless to murder the tribes of Indians? Nay, not, in fact, 

for brutal they were not. They came to the new land because their homelands were in chaos 
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and they wanted peace just as the immigrants in Europe do now. No intention of fighting 

whatsoever, but the history books tell now a different story. That story surmises or tells of the 

hatred of the Europeans for the Indian tribes but this could not be further from the reality of 

what really happened.  
 

There were no corporate nor banking powers during that event in the early days but when 

the people let the bankers “reforest their wares,” as they called it, in what is now known as the 

United States of America, the lies and killing and bondage began, and the framing of the 

European people began. These Europeans who were in strict compliance with universal 

principles and their karmic reaction were branded as witches and warlocks and took the 

brunt of the lying words and fury of the Hellions.  
 

Nauseous of the sore treatment of the European pioneers, the tribes of Indians were ready for a 

fight to the bitter end. The “action makers” the bankers, had once again set the stage, and the 

Japanese and the Indians and the friendly but skitterish Europeans were postured against one 

another.  

 

Hate brooded and the Jewry “action makers” who are not a race but those who came through 

the rip in the fabric of space, undermined covertly all peace and good will and “unity” among 

the races of which they had no part, and placed the Hebrew visitors in a text and they became 

their errand boys and girls; unwittingly at first, toward the ransacking of every banking 

institution by the devious framing of these people whom they had set in secure key positions in 

their institutions with “prominent instructions.”  

 

The way this worked was this: when the bank made a loan for a mort-gage to go through, the 

“banker deput” would instruct from Prime Central “their toady word for the United States 

Senate Miracle Makers,” their Hebrew underlings whom they put in Prime positions in the 

banking sentate to “undergird” or create “circumstances" whereby the mortgagee would fall 

short of paying their loan back therefore falling short on their “mort”-gage, which is the death 

wish of the banker upon the unsuspecting borrower.  
 

The Hebrews were taking the heat which the Hellion “action-makers” placed upon them. These 

banker Hebrews were the “middlemen” and stood between the people and the Hellion “action-

makers” itinerary against the people themselves. This was to incite further public outrage 

against the Hebrew people. They needed a race to accomplish this and their program was 

well now under way. 
 

Therein, the Hebrews being framed by the Jewry “action makers” began and the Jewry, 

the “action makers” continued with the hatred and the framing of not only the Hebrew 

wise Ones but the races of the global community.  
 

Why was this? Why the hatred by these “Jewry” the “action makers?” Simply because they 

were not a race in themselves and never could be so they decided to place their seed within the 

diverse races and in doing so they hoped to claim their heritage and become a race of their 

own. 
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The Hebrews were their first target people.  

 

The Jewry hated the friendly Japanese Asean races and chased them out with lies using 

their media as a catapult in turning the Europeans away from them. But the Hebrew and 

Italian people did not follow the ugliness of the Hellion Jewry the “action makers” because 

they came to the new land not in pretence of friendly relations but rather in direct reference to a 

land of milk and honey and peace. And the great statesman, Benjamin Franklin knew it.  

 

Benjamin Franklin was the early forerunner to the Great technician and scientist, Nikola 

Tesla. 
 

It was not the European people nor the African races, nor the Spanish nor Hebrew races which 

Benjamin Franklin was referring to; it was the people of the monetary “action.” The “action 

makers.”  
 

The Jesuits, he thought at the time were hand in hand in with the sultry ones of the McMillian 

crowd of peacekeepers in Europe not hence, but only because Benjamin Franklin, that great 

Statesman, rapidly understood so well that the Jewry, who are not a race are the ones who 

brought to this world, the money system along with its cache missionary graplings whom 

were, by the hand of the Jesuits, to relinquish none of the peoples’ money to any other foreign 

invading power than the bankers themselves.  

 

Mr. Benjamin was not listened to as he said: “If you allow these Jews (“action makers”) within 

your borders you will all be their corporate slaves in the next two-hundred years and they will 

own you all.” (Get the quote right, ye ones). 
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Keeping The World Free? 

 

When you take away another's freedom you find the day will come upon you where you will surely 

lose your own.  

 

As events progressed throughout the centuries, the strategy of the Hellions never once changed. Only 

their faces changed with each new incarnation. But the souls were the same, incarnation after 

incarnation.  

 

One enlightened teacher once told his students a truth which we of the Federation of Unified and Free 

Planetary Worlds, all know, and that is this: “The first generation will be the last generation, for 

incarnations into the future will these same people meet up with one another again. The physical body 

will eventually collapse but the soul will not.” 

 

The soul would collapse only under certain circumstances. And this is why the Hellions love to drop 

bombs, because bombs shatter the soul which is as solid as a physical body held down by gravity. The 

soul is also solid but operates at an unusual molecular frequency of greater vibrations; and because 

this is the case, the soul is able to walk through less dense molecular activity such as walls.  
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You may think this is deviating away from the topic of “freedom” but it is actually at the center or “crux” 

of it all. You see, the Hellions are destroyers of nations and in order to destroy nations they must first 

destroy the peoples of the nations. And in order to do this the Hellions love to bomb in order that 

they destroy the very texture of the souls of others.  

 

The Hellions also love to drag other nations into their dirty schemes in order that they, the nations, too, 

will lose their souls’ status into a paradisaical world and will be made to follow them into perdition, 

and hellish lifestreams. 

 

And so the Hellions long ago decided to plant their seed within the womb of the women and children 

of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds, fertilizing the egg and planting their DNA, 

mixing their DNA in order that the Hellions could actually join already established races of people.  

 

They could then hide silently without being discovered.  But the Albino Jewry “action makers” wanted 

to cultivate a race all of their own, known as the Jews. But the Jews were the “action makers” and the 

Hebrew race wanted nothing more to do with them and their hatred toward them all and the nations. 

So the Hebrews tried to cast them out, but the silent Albino Jewry refused to leave and tended their 

Hebrew wives and daughters and filled them full of their seed and the child was born and they named 

the child “Jmmanuel” and told great lies, for the Archangel Gabriel was told to be the father, but was 

not, and the child was not Jmmanuel, but John, and John thought he was not worthy to even wash the 

feet of another, and the woman was not bad, but sacrificed and looked down by the rest and a switch 

was made and no one knew the father was not of their bloodline, nor any other Hebrew bloodline, and 

the Jewish race was begat. But half of the seed was Hebrew and the Hebrew line has since tried to 

separate themselves from the Hell placed upon them by the Albino Jewry, itself. 

 

Therein were the Albino able to hide themselves best within the Hebrew race and a distinct similarity 

among them all is quite outstanding. But the Hebrew are the clever ones for they recognized the 

similarity among the Albinos and scattered themselves throughout the earth in a last ditch attempt to 

rid their race of the Albino seed by “distilling” the Albino seed through racial intermarriage. 

 

Now, the Albino Jewry in Israel are reattempting on creating the “pure” Jew or “action maker” by 

finding each DNA strand in others and bringing them back together. Genetic engineering will then 

continue to be done until all the double to triple-coiled strands are all cauterized and replaced bringing 

back the strength of the Helliot race to the fore. 

 

The Helliot were and are the Hellions in all formation and have absolutely nothing to do with Greece 

nor the Camelot people. Good Day and Good Night and Good Evening. 

 

Continued in Part Twenty-Two   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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22.22.22.22.    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: Protestantism and Their 

Offshoots? (Mini-Series Part Twenty-Two) 

The age of religion escalated and with it came misinformation, so much misinformation in fact 

that even more offshoot religions appeared throughout the ages and throughout the global 

community until at last the people had had enough and then…came…enlightenment around the 

globe. The Dark Ages had finally lifted and finally began to lift in regions even unknown to man 

and woman…within their very consciousnesses. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction Into The Complete Falsification Which Led The Exploited Into War After War 

• Catholicism – The Mother Of All Religions 

• The Great Sacrifice Of The Human Race 

• The Breakaway Religious Divide – The Protestant And Their Offshoots 

Introduction Into The Complete Falsification Which Led The Exploited Into 

War After War 

To our readers, wise Hebrew children of the lighted seed and those whose aim is to protect all of 

Humanity, we salute you one and all. Another injuncture, another spoonful, and the whole dish 

of historical Records unfold as recorded and kept in the Akashic Accounts of each of your 

lives. Let us begin with these next words. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  
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Catholicism – The Mother Of All Religions 

 

Catholicism, the pacemaker of the first “goddess” whose lust was not after money nor men 
had portrayed the female as a lax and inequitable equal to one male “G-D by redeeming the 

male soul in the first place while the female soul was always left as an unequal second, being 

that “sinner” of the far off and distant past who showed the Adam the way to the dark side and 

nothing could be further from the reality of the heavenly structure itself. 
 

The “One-Eyed G-D concept” that the woman, the female, the female child was not of a 

glorious countenance but rather a lustful sinning accomplice of a man-made devil snake began 

her descent downward in the eyes of all those around her. 

 

This was to “snag” the female into full compliance with religious dogma by making the 

female gasp her last moral and ethical = holy breath to bring her down to her knees before 

the almighty Hellion G-D.  

 

Poor woman, poor child, for the girl was then flogged by day and ransacked by night by traitors 

to the universal principles of their very creation, and many girl childs were buried in the sand, or 

drowned or even sacrificed upon altars of the full moon, and many other tirades, but all of it 
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stemmed from the early Mother Religion, later on called The Catholicism of the Nun. 

 

And of a good and joyful life, “none is what they got.” 

 

With the strange “flattery” of the Mother church strange happenings took place. Alchemy 

became useful and many strange utterances completed the smoke and lassings charades 
which brought many unseen things and events to the forefront upon each and every service of the 

Priests in charge of the High Brigade. And no more shall we say about this. 

 

Just remember, as circumstances are generally created, Sir, there are also yin yang 

consequences in order to bring the peoples by the masses to their knees in front of a Go-d 

whose vengeance took in weather storms and prayer by the multitude with a little give-

back to the peoples of their own banking advantage which went directly not into their own 

pockets when needed, but into the vestule of the Church vaults and hauled away, generally, 

by truck o’ tank into the biggest vestules the world bank has ever seen within its own 

dockets.  

https://youtu.be/yh-JoW_8qw0 

 

War has its own caveats and because it does, no-one can touch the golden “EYE”of the calf 

and the result in all of of its deception is: “Die once more for the Lord of the God wishes it.” 
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The Great Sacrifice Of The Human Race 

 

THE ART OF BLOOD SACRIFICE FLOWS FROM THE BIBLE, AND EVERY OTHER 
RELIGION BASED UPON THE SACRIFICE OF OTHERS. This is the method of the 

Pentateuch and how the Hellions first taught the people how to slaughter and skin and offer the 

burnt offering to the ONE EYED GO-D of fear, hate and rage and WAR.Quote 

 

The Burnt Offering 
 

5 You are to slaughter the young bull before the LORD, and then Aaron’s sons the priests shall 

bring the blood and splash it against the sides of the altar at the entrance to the tent of meeting. 

6 You are to skin the burnt offering and cut it into pieces. 7 The sons of Aaron the priest are to 

put fire on the altar and arrange wood on the fire. 8 Then Aaron’s sons the priests shall arrange 

the pieces, including the head and the fat, on the wood that is burning on the altar. 9 You are to 

wash the internal organs and the legs with water, and the priest is to burn all of it on the altar. It 

is a burnt offering, a food offering, an aroma pleasing to the LORD. 

 

End Quote 
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The next blood sacrifice would be the people themselves on the altar of the HELLion table of 

deceit! This LORD did not want any of the people listening to anyone who would say 

otherwise.  

 

This “LORD’S” love was also conditional. The sacrifice on the cross story was concocted by 

the Hellions and also this blood sacrifice was conditional “Whosoever shall believe upon the 

son of God shall enter heaven.” 
 

“And whoever does not will be cast into outer darkness.” 

 

This in Hellion terminology simply means that the enlightenment or knowledge will be taken 

completely away through DNA-genepool transfusions in which the individual or group will 

no longer be able to recognize their heritage and be as fools.  

 

But the wise will prove the fools and the fools will once again learn, and learn they must for 

their incarnational debut from lifestream into lifestream will depend upon it 

The Breakaway Religious Divide – The Protestant And Their Offshoots 
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The Protestant Churches divided themselves into fourteen categories and from those categories 

branches sprouted and more war fodder were bought. How did this occur then? Who bought who?  

 

As enlightenment began to take hold many left the Catholic church and decided that they, too, held the 

religion of the ages, their age, the age they lived in. This resulted in a new name called as Protestantism 

and from there even more enlightenment occurred and as it did even more branches sprouted and the 

deviation from the original history of the first seeding of this once new earth, Angorius, continued to 

manifest, each doctrine holding to a different direction and a little different tenet and each one false.  

 

BUT 

 

There was one tenet which was ACT-ively the same and wove itself all the way throughout one religious 

establishment to the next new sprout as the Hellions infiltrated one religion after another to ensure 

there be no deviation of their agenda. 

 

And that agenda was to ensure the Albino Jewry bought their new homeland in the Middle East with 

the sacrificial blood of every Hebrew person they came in contact with.  

 

Not literally but figuratively.  

 

And for this agenda they needed soldiers. They needed soldiers from all the offshoot religious 

establishments throughout the world in order to complete this feat. The Hellion Albino Jewry saw that 

the segregation of the people into a new religion the people chose to call Protestantism was wavering 

the Catholic church and losing the Jewry Catholic cannon fodder so the Jewry infiltrated the Protestant 

churches with their base doctrine of “sacrifice” making sure that the people did in no wise deviate from 

this tenet of the man on the cross, and began to collect more volunteers to fight in their wars.  

 

The Jew-suits were the first military wing of the Catholic Creed Section and were ferocious in their 

work to protect the main Helliot Bank which they also called the “Main Central Strategy.”  

 

Now, why did the Albino Jewry not choose to use their own conquered race of people, the Hebrews 

for cannon fodder to the extreme? 

 

Simply because, the Albino Jewry were building a nation. A nation so far without a homeland. A nation 

where living people were needed. They full well knew the logic that if they set the Hebrew wise and 

dear ones out to war or placed them in danger of any widespread sort, that they would not have a 

people to furnish a nation. A nation which the Albino Jewry needed in order to place their seed to 

become one with the Hebrew wise ones therein enjoining their race to become a new race of their own 

which they call an “injuncture” race. A race of tainted genes which simply mean “a gene pool of altered 

DNA-Helix complex.”  
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War, bloody sacrifice, a man on a cross upheld as the greatest bloody sacrifice of the One Eyed G-D? 

No, the Albino Jewry could not afford to sacrifice the Hebrew wise and holy meaning ethical and moral 

ones, so they duped them with a new religion and set out to sacrifice everyone else. 

 

The Hebrews they needed for their new nation not yet born but the agenda was set in place. 

 

The Hebrews needed to be well protected. And to do this the Albino Jewry needed many nations to 

frame and the first would be Babylon a name concocted at the onset of their religious duty in 

removing the first landing and its “holy seed” to the new nation which was later to become known as 

Israel.  

 

The sacrifice must now fall on the shoulders of others; nation for nation. The greatest sacrifice was yet 

soon to prove the Hellion doctrine of one nation for another. 

 

Continued in Part Twenty-Four    - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

23.23.23.23.    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: Separating The Wheat 

From The Chaff (Mini-Series Part 23) 

Is the separation of the wheat from the chaff all that religion claims or is the claim referring 

entirely to another “event?” – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

• Introduction To The Most Severely Misunderstood “Chasm” Of Them All – Separating The Wheat 

From The Chaff 

• Separating The Wheat From The Chaff (Part A) 

• Separating the Wheat From The Chaff (Part B) 

• The Article Of Faith Series Of Five Books Plus One 

Introduction To The Most Severely Misunderstood “Chasm” Of Them All – 

Separating The Wheat From The Chaff 

To our wise and unduped ones do we not refer but rather to all those unsuspecting ones 
whose main feat has been to uncover the reality of their own existence, do we speak. The 

philosophy of just how the wheat is divided from the chaff is extreme and in its “extremities” do 

the philosophies of the Christian religions in all of its many forms fail to yet uncover the reality 

of what that phrase actually does refers of itself to.  
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Here in this Mini-Series: The Seeding Part 23, do we “begin” to unlock the understanding of 

this event and how we actually will see our way, hopefully with no one left out, into a 

reclaiming of the paradise which this world was once for all. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Cortez  

Separating The Wheat From The Chaff (Part A) 

 

Separating the Hellions from the nations is not at all as it seems. Nor as simplified nor 

dynamic as your religious institutions dramatize in their overtly rhetoric concerning hell 

and damnation and heaven and paradise. They are speaking of their own fears of which we 

can alleviate as well and of this will we show each one…how. 

 

No one shall be left out but the decision will be yours to make, Albino Jews, and the Jewry 

heads of the League of Nations. 

 

In order for the dynamics of war to be completely ceased and in as short an event as possible, 

we of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds first opt to offer up a solution. 

Once that solution has been thrown out in its full significance of itinerary by those who wish 

war upon war to continue by the variance toward their own greed and selfish pocketbooks, 
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they will be quickly escorted to the other side of the carpet.  

 

Let us begin now to explain to the world at large just why the process of separating the wheat 

from the chaff is just not as easy as one might imagine.  

Separating the Wheat From The Chaff (Part B) 

 

In separating the wheat from the chaff we are speaking of the good and positive, moral and 

upright DNA vs the DNA Hellion genes which serve only as detriment to the soul of each 

infected individual.  
 

“You can’t have darkness mixed with light in the soul structure” they claim. 

 

We of the Federated body of the most high in ethics and countenance within each Federated 

Body as once performed at the first seeding, tell each one of you, you most certainly can. 

 

And in fact, that is most certainly what has happened. 

 

The darkness comes directly from the other side of the rip in the fabric of space. Where the 
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seeds of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary worlds were contented, happy, 

joyous and adventurous, the anger, hatemongering, greed, selfishness and contemptuous 

attitude came directly from helix-in-genes of the Hellions who travelled through the rip in the 

fabric of space in search of new lands to vacillate whatever and whomever they could find to be 

their willing or unwilling conquered. 
 

Because the Hellions have inter-breeded long yet not so long ago with the men and women of the 

Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds, the seed and ovum of the good people have 

taken strange twists. Many deformities have also ensued along with the laboratory concocted 

serums of virus after virus mixed in with the healing serum of the disease of the day, year 

and month.  
 

This is why Humankind at this level in their evolution find themselves often at war within 

themselves. It is because of the “twix” positive and negative DNA of two opposing forces. 

 

So separating the positive DNA from the negative DNA is not just as simple as one might think.  

 

There is not one disease or “optimum” as they call it in the high circles which do not have a 

serum available BEFORE the disease is put out to the peoples in formats of some of the most 

deadly plagues and diseases ever witnessed by the HUman population of this earth. This, the 

powers-that-be, the Hellions or Jewry who are not a race, call “quantum posture of the 

masses.” In other words, it was an early name for “population disinformation and quality 

control.”  
 

And within these deadly serums to vacillate the disease even further were the disinformation-

active cellular structures which broke the memory vacillates so thoroughly that the people long 

ago began losing whatever little was left of their remembrance of their early history.  

 

Generations ago in fact the Hellions began this latest little “trick,” and many of you, because 

you simply cannot remember any of your early history before your latest incarnations, have 

little to no recollection as to why so many of you face deficiencies in bodily attire or of the soul. 

Please remember that the soul itself is as solid as your physical body or casing except it 

operates at a higher and quicker vibrational frequency.  
 

If you think all this is new we can tell you that it is not.  
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The Article Of Faith Series Of Five Books Plus One 

 

In fact, this began as an “Article of (their) Faith” to the One Eyed GO-D being their “gold machine,” and 

when the first five books came out under that name, they shuddered and ran straight for us in a most 

unpleasant way.  

 

We have known for millennia that the day would surely come upon the Federation of Unified and Free 

Worlds that the act of posturing before false gods would be their undoing. The false gods spoken of in 

your institutes of religious theology are gold, silver, iron, and lead. But these are simply tokens of 

academics which are used for the working of steel mills, electrical devices and good quality pensils. 

(Spelling of pensils is not an error. Thank you. - Uthrania) 

 

In order to set a foundation back in its rightful place one must always remember that while we are not 

in the least gravitating toward wars and their continuous war fronts, the mass of population must know 

that which is their world now in order to walk the first road forward, then all will be laid out for a good 

ending to a good beginning under the rightful conduct of the first seeding plan of the ONE 

FEDERATION OF UNIFIED AND FREE PLANETARY WORLDS.  
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Ye ones have been severely lied to and many of the ones whom have lied to you since the ages past 

have now because of their own “tainted” which means “adjusted” DNA-Helix complex, have 

reincarnated just as the seeds of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds have … without 

complete remembrance of their past existence since the onset or their first seeding upon this planet we 

have long ago and yet not so long ago star mapped as “Angorius.” 

 

This was how the Hellions became ensnared into their own web of deceit upon the HUman races of 

this once new earth.  

 

Continued in Part Twenty-Four   - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 

 

24242424aaaa....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: Who Exactly Are The 

Partisan Jesuits And Who Set Them Up? (Mini-Series Part 24 A) 

The gravediggers, the Catholic Jesuits, are a split conscience and we will explain who they are 

today and who actually set them up. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction To “Who Indeed Are The Jesuits And Who Put Them There?” 

• A Word About The “Good Man,” Pope Francis, And How He Became Pope Over The Catholic 

Church. This Is The Exoneration of the Greatest Pope, Francis of Assisi of the Twenty-First 

Century AD  

• The Equation Between The Vatican State Bank And The Economic Monopoly Of The State Of 

Israel 

• The Equation Between The Vatican Branch Of Warfare And The War Monopoly Of The Set Up 

State Of Israel  

Introduction To “Who Indeed Are The Jesuits And Who Put Them There?” 

To our most gracious and talented in intellect, readers of philosophy, religious doctrine, and the 

wise ones who only wish to learn. Sela, we welcome you once again to our “Non-Fiction” 

series, The Seeding: Mini-Series Part Twenty-Four). Let us begin.  

 

We believe not much confusion has occurred concerning the Catholic Jesuits and their calling 

and who they actually are and what they actually represent, solely due to the fact that people 

are so misinformed that they do not even think of themselves to question the reality of their 

inception into the Church when in fact, they were there long before the Catholic Church had 

become the stabilizer for the Jewry monetary system. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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A Word About The “Good Man,” Pope Francis, And How He Became Pope 

Over The Catholic Church. This Is The Exoneration of the Greatest Pope, 

Francis of Assisi of the Twenty-First Century AD  

 

This is interesting if nothing else when it comes to the largest first set up religious Christian 

domain called Catholicism. There are two wings of the Catholic Church and today we will 

explain more about the procedure of the present placing of the “good man” Pope Francis. 
 

Pope Francis is a most unusual man to many people around the world. While this “good 

man” rages against animal cruelty and barbarism, at the same time he is to uphold one of 

the most barbaric acts of “sacrifice” of an enlightened one which never happened in the 

first place. And this continued “barbaric action” by the “action makers” or “Jewry” who are 

not a race but traversed through a rip in the fabric of space, needed a reason to captivate and 

make the people all feel “guilty” in order to “own the people and their very souls” and “the 

peoples’ pocketbooks.” All fit neatly into the overall plan of the Hellion terror of planet 

Angorius and its newly seeded people.  
 

With animal sacrifice playing a dominant role in this early “sacrificial” ritual of the Hellions, 
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animal abuse festered throughout the world on a global scale as the generations passed from 

one bodily form into their next. This initiation into offering up the “innocent” creatures (which 

the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds brought with them), as “animal sacrifices 

to please the gods” was to lend a strong hand in preparing the people for a “human sacrifice” 

which was well fitted to the Hellion agenda in the events to come.  

 

This prepared the way for a “savior” who they would control as to being one who would 

take all karma upon his own shoulders in order to relieve the people from the burden of 

further chastisement of their peers and alleviate their own concerns as to whether they 

would pass their lessons and make it into the next grade or not in their evolutionary 

journey.  

 

All the people needed to do was pay some money, confess their sins, privately or publicly, 

and presto Project Blue Beam would one day see this same “savior” Jesus Christ (a christed 

or enlightened one of good conduct toward the people) of their own concoction as to who he is, 

along with his “mother” Mary, who was actually the mother of John, come forth in the 

clouds once again in order to do the Hellions finest bidding and deception upon the minds, 

souls, and pocketbooks of the global community. So the Christians of all denominations 

were sent forth throughout the world to convince all the citizens of planet Angorius, that 

they “needed” first to believe in the Hellions lies (believe in a christed concoction of their 

own) before they could possibly hope to enter back into paradise. 
 

No wise and christed enlightened man, woman, nor child ever asked for a following nor a 

church or any religious institution to be built, filled, nor maintained. 
 

This wise “good man” Pope Francis, was at one time an initial seed of the Federation of 

Unified and Free Planetary Worlds and a “volunteer” who came back for these particular 

events in order to serve as a catapult in freeing the people from the banking cartels whose 

larceny of the gathered “finances” of the “congregation” is an ongoing process. We of the 

Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds salute this extremely “good man.” 

 

When this “good man” fought for the rights of the people that they not be any longer among the 

deceived and duped ones, he was sent into exile by the Cardinals of the Church and the Jesuits 

became divided among themselves in the same mannerism as the United States CIA, FBI, and 

the United States Congress who is split between itself with the Oversight Committee in the 

knowing, the House Senate, the one most kept in the dark, the United States President 

himself. The Presidential senior staff are also split as more enlightenment comes to the 

foreground and a greater desire to not walk on the side of injury occurs. Can these people be 

reclaimed? Absolutely.  

 

Then why did the Jesuits who made Pope Francis’s life almost unbearable allow him to take the 

Papacy even though the other split segment of Jesuits who loved the Bishop Jorge Mario 

Bergoglio, the “Cardinal” of the Catholic Church, were ecstatic concerning this 

extraordinary “good man’s” heavy promotion? 
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The answer is simple. And it is as twofold in itself: 

 

The black Jesuits (belonging to the action makers, the Jewry) wanted to “control” and “use” this 

exceedingly “good man” Pope Francis to do their bidding. This is why at times you will 

“notice” that the sitting Pope of the day, as were others, is visited by Albino-controlled “Jewry 

from Israel” concerning “financial matters. 

 

Though it pleases the Jewry of the Jesuits and the Jewry of the Albino of Israel to acquisition a 

Pope whom is most likened in genre to themselves, there are upcoming events whereby it is 

more useful to place a sitting Pope whose composition is of much more charisma and likening 

to the peoples themselves.  

 

The position of “The See” is a double-edged sword. In this wise the Jewry will make a “good 

man” look “bad” should he not comply with their “doctrine.” They will tell him that he needs 

their protection when in fact, the people are “clever” in that they begin to realize the 

“error” of doctrine, and are “wise” enough to also realize the “goodness” of the man whose 

true humility would never allow his ring to be kissed save that by the “command” and 

“mockery” of the Jewry on both sides being the Jesuit black Jewry who serves the financial 

Jewry in command in Israel.  
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The Equation Between The Vatican State Bank And The Economic 

Monopoly Of The State Of Israel 

 

Jesuits was another name for Jew of another sort, because remember the force was made up of 

the monetary system and girded by the sister section. Remember, Jew is not a race of people 

but rather an “action” taken, so those who “jew you” are “taking from you.” In actuality 

the word “jew” should never be capitalized because it is not a noun but a verb.  
 

The black capped Jesuits who answer to the black capped Pope of Israel are also the 

commandeering force of the black Pope in all “indiscretions” of what is digestible toward the 

World Bank Jewry “the action takers” and the Catholic Church. In other words, the black 

Jesuits whom are one-half of the ranking of “action-takers” rank the equal and opposite side of 

Jesuits in the form of the “white blanket” or “insight” “the seeing” in assisting the Pope with 

his articulate “reasoning.”  
 

The sitting Pope, Francis, of the year two-thousand sixteen is originally from the Orion 

Belt. Pope Francis is a good Orion and wishes to make contact with the people of his race, 

yet must be prevented until the window of opportunity is clear and safe for the full return of the 

Orions for their seeds, of which Pope Francis gathers ones around him for safe passage and 
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not for the return of a blood sacrifice who is promised to take everyone to a distant place or 

world for a humdrum life of worshipping the “One Eyed G-D” and his son. 

 

Pope Francis “knows” that the events “will” unfold and when they do the people will no 
longer believe the doctrine of the One-Eyed G-D and the World Bank BUT will have been 

gathered into their respective colonies ready for the best ride of their lives to home worlds where 

homes have been prepared and where they will wait until the cleansing of the earth, Angorius, 

will have been completed with the assistance of the ships from home worlds on behalf of their 

seeds. 

 

These “home worlds” will be well suited for those arriving for either a short or lengthy stay. 

You will not be taken to worlds much above your own evolutionary progress for none of 

you would be happy there. 
 

You will all be accommodated with simple homes, clothing and food and will lead a rather 

normal life which will be similar to the life each one of you are now living. However, none of 

you will be placed inside a war zone and poverty will not be offered to any one of you 

without your choosing. 
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The Equation Between The Vatican Branch Of Warfare And The War 

Monopoly Of The Set Up State Of Israel  

 

The Jesuits are a defined people whose main task is to protect the Orthodoncy of the Catholic or 

Vatican Bank. 

 

This fanatic wing was set up by the Hellions. The Jesuits worked from their inception toward 

achieving, maintaining and protecting a permanent state or country of its own as did the Albino Jews 

who came through the rip in the fabric of space determine to set up their own nation and did succeed. 

The nation of the Albino Jews is known as Israel.  

 

Fighting on the side of the Hellion Jesuits whose religious leanings of “the Catholic church” actually 

girded the monetary system of the Jewry who are not a race but travelled “in time” for they brought 

the concept of “time” with them in order to “initiate” the people into supporting and actively 

participating usually on a voluntary basis, every war the banking Hellions concocted.  

 

The Jew-suits were the first military wing of the Catholic Creed Section and were ferocious in their work 
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to protect the main Helliot Bank which they also called the “Main Central Strategy.”  The Jesuits 

divided themselves in proxy of the Main Catholic Bank. In lieu of the World Bank, the Jewry of the 

Jesuits preformed many “miraculous” feats. For instance, they were actually the selecting committee 

for the deciding of the next Pope and what his agenda should be toward the good of their own 

economic cause.  

 

This proxy Jesuit compromise to the Albino Jews of the World Bank and Israel founded its way into 

the Templar proxy to the Crown of England. Many ferocious religious wars ensued and the World 

Banking establishment was then seated directly in Norseman territory but reigned specifically from the 

“new” and established City of London. Branches sprung up from there until the global community was 

tied-in to the very core center of Washington’s District of Columbia with New York being the new 

paradise of the Helliot agenda. This is why the “Big Apple” mockery exists and calls into specifics the 

moratorium on cash amounts through their phony stock market gaming house.  

 

While this is going on, the Albino Jewry in “Israel” which is actually a military base run out of 

Washington D.C. control the largest invading and occupying military in the so-called free world. But 

how can this plastic society exist? Simply because the Albino Jewry sit over the largest military 

experimental weapons in this particular planet, which they “occupy” in one form or another…alongside 

everybody else.  

 

Notice how the black Pope of Israel has more right to walk into the Pentagon “unescorted” and come 

back out with an itinerary of weapons to be delivered to Israel and its partisan neighbours world wide 

than any of the United States Presidents’ Staff. 

 

With the black Pope controlling the United States Military and running bootleg proxy for the World 

Bank and IMF, no country finds itself without debt and with no debt relief from the World Banking 

conglomerate offered in tenure of anything profitable for the planets citizens of any nation save Israel 

which is not a nation but rather the strong and long arm of the Pentagon, U.S.A. 

 

They had it all sewn up. Yet this web the Hellions wove is unraveling and because it is unraveling it is 

our portion to bring the original system back to the good peoples of the world, this planet, Angorius. 

 

In doing so, wisdom must find itself to take the lead and in taking the lead the Federation of Unified 

and Free Planets find it to be much the wiser goal to include all who wish to come and engage 

themselves in reclamation of their own souls rather than continuing to fight an endless battle which is 

evident at this stage to only become worse. 

 

We shall reason therefore together and as we pull each one of you out of your grave you will once again 

stand abreast in dignity and resourceful citizens of yet just one more paradisaical world. 

 

Continued in Part Twenty-Five    - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez 
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22224b4b4b4b....    “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: Who Exactly Are The 

Partisan Jesuits And Who Set Them Up? (Mini-Series Part 24 B) 

There are occasions where a decision by the High Court of de Hague being absolute is rendered 

useless through the mere autonomy of something far greater which comes to light in the Hall of 

Records. – Uthrania Seila Sentana- Ries Cortez 

• Introduction To Straightening Out Not Only The Jesuit Records 

• From The Records Of The International Common Law Court Of Justice In Brussels Commonly 

Known As de Hague 

• The Great Insult: From The Records Of The Archives  

• Our Concluding Statement Based Upon The Absolute And Fair Principle Of Justice 

Introduction To Straightening Out Not Only The Jesuit Records 

Sometimes even well meaning International Courts can be inclined through their members’ 

indoctrination into a different philosophy or different religious leaning to reckon the court’s 

evidence in a certain manner. Now we know from experience that the members of the Brussels 

International Common Law Courts of Justice or de Hague, are not known to be biased, for once 

they hear new evidence provided as in the Milosevic Case where the President was exonerated 

and was to be freed the next day, their change in decision was one of immediate action and 

apology to the prisoner such as charged. Before President Milosevic was released, he was 

murdered in his cell. We can tell you that de Hague and its jurisdictional members had no part at 

all in that deadly scheme. So knowing this do we present another injustice, and this event toward 

a Jesuit Priest whose Catholic principles simply do not allow him the leeway of committing such 

horrendous acts of treachery and treason toward any part of the HUman race as he has been 

ostentatiously accused by those blackmailers of the World jewry (who are not a race but “action 

takers”) Bank for not following “his duty” to the Black Pope, and “arrangement” which had 

been made for him by themselves. With that said, now let us begin. This will not be presented as 

in the Milosevic Case in the normal form. Thank you, Speaker of the House and sitting Members 

of the High Court. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  
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From The Records Of The International Common Law Court Of Justice In 

Brussels Commonly Known As de Hague 

 

Welcome to ITCCS.ORG and The International Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State 

 

(Quote) 
 

“In late May 2014, FRENCH Catholic Jesuit head Adolfo Panchon, above, announced his 

resignation after the International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels linked him to 

international Ninth Circle Satanic Child Sacrifice Cult ceremonies. Evidence of a Catholic 

Jesuit Order document called the “Magisterial Privilege” was presented in court by the Chief 

Prosecutor. The record dated Dec. 25 1967 was said to show that every new Pope was required 

to participate in Ninth Circle Satanic Ritual sacrifices of newborn children, including drinking 

their blood. 

 

“Documents from Vatican secret archives presented to court clearly indicate that for centuries 

the Jesuits had a premeditated plan to ritually murder kidnapped newborn babies and then 

consume their blood,” the Chief Prosecutor told the five international judges and 27 jury 

members. 
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“The plan was born of a twisted notion to derive spiritual power from the lifeblood of the 

innocent, thereby assuring political stability of the Papacy in Rome. These acts are not only 

genocidal but systemic and institutionalized in nature. Since at least 1773, *they appear to have 

been performed by the Roman Catholic Church, Jesuits and every Pope.” (End quote) 

 

“…they APPEAR?...” (Note: The words in the last paragraph of text "...*they appear..." have 

been bolded by myself. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez) 

 

How true is this in relation to this Jesuit Priest and all sitting Popes notwithstanding the 

question of the involvement of the Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby? Is this just 

another form of blackmail placed as punishment and humiliation upon certain Catholic 

priests with their offshoot charges in order to keep them in line?  
 

Can a man or woman be convicted over taking position of another in a hierarchy such as 

church heads of state or similar when crimes of the past have been committed under the 

leadership of others? 
 

Now let us consider the evidence being marginalized by a member staff of prosecutors connected 

with the World Bank jewry themselves and their own religious leanings. 

 

Please keep in mind that the word “jew” is not a noun but a verb meaning “jewing or taking 

from as in thieving or manipulation” of another party.  
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The Great Insult: From The Records Of The Archives  

 

Nothing could have insulted this Priest more and though he was deeply inclined toward the 

World Bank of “action makers,” this man had no such thought in his entire soul’s geography and 

held an insurmountable prestige with not only the World Bank "jewry" "action takers" but those 

of the people themselves.  

 

Known as a "fair" man and "holy”= moral and ethical man holding a transcript of 

languages hidden from the ordinary eye, this Priest held an inornate bounty upon each of the 

heads of state who even thought to disapprove of the valour of the Knights of Templar who were 

"cautiously" his friends. 

 

These Knights of their own "round table" also saw forth the genuine goodness of the man Henry 

the VIII in the villainy which was bestowed him.  

 

History has a way of repeating itself and the repetitious desire of the sages in opening the 

real transcripts, did this certain Priest protect in their most dire hour of need.  
 

This the World Bank jewry did not appreciate, and the gold endowed upon each cleric of the 
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Catholic as well as all Protestant ranks up throughout the modern ages have orchestrated the 

Illuminati to be of the finest cloth of silks and satin brocade in the form of Christ-Worship 

which many of the clergy of each and every Protestant Diocese did not want to wear.  
 

And at the sight of being ostracized by not only their peers but also the people who revered them, 

these clerics from time immemorial as they say in the stages of Orthodoxy, became the sullen 

and angry lot who were not allowed to speak upon their own behalf such as is preformed 

upon the Queen of England, Elizabeth of Winsor.  
 

So, when we know injustice has occurred against some of our finest, we will call upon each one 

of them to give to us an account of their transactions upon their own defense and their supposed 

transgressions in light of all presupposed history both now as in their future present and then 

shall the Council of de Hague know the chosen route of the injustice or justice toward these men 

of the cloth, and the ones responsible will be called forth one more time, and reason together 

shall we, each one, in conduct ourselves, until justice has been well suited and defined as to 

which or what responsibility lies with whom. 

Our Concluding Statement Based Upon The Absolute And Fair Principle Of 

Justice 
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Karma Is Not Always Requisite Of A Forelorn Past Of Another Soul Entity When One Has Had No 

Working Hand In The Affairs Of Another. 

 

No matter how hard one tries, within the Universal Hall of Justice one can never hold another HUman 

being responsible for another man or woman’s “crime” or “deeds.” 

This being the case that no one is to be found responsible for another man or woman’s karma of which 

bad karma or black deeds many determine as “sins” while positive karma is determined as “blessings,” 

the man and men so charged with affiliate crimes toward Humanity due to their sitting over many 

others whose “black deeds” or “bad karma” in the ranks below when done in secret and away from the 

prying eyes of their elders or peers, are not in the least responsible UNLESS the story of the man on the 

cross is accurate, and if these men believe the story of a holy man tacked to the cross is “accurate” 

which we can well assure you that it is not, for no man, woman nor child can carry another HUman 

being’s karma, then each man would have a mandatory “duty” and responsibility to take on or at least 

“share” in the crime and its punishment of which the drawing of blood from deceased babies would be 

their own grave.  

 

The first church was set up by the Hellions as a stabilizer for the World Bank jewry operation of their 

complete control of all money laundering, high-roll gambling casinos and stock-market racketeering. 

They are all one in the same. As more and more diverse religions came to be set in place by the 

Hellions who traversed through the rip in the curtain or fabric of space, church leaders were set up and 

leaders of nations eventually came under the manipulating World Bank jewry control as well. This is 

why the reformations occurred as the apostate churches which fell away developed.  

 

An apostate church is not a church which derives its pleasure from leaving the mother or central church. 

An apostate church is a church or spectrum of peoples who have long forgotten the tenets of universal 

principle and their base content or doctrine is based upon absolute falsehood in relation to that of 

reality of the universal proponent of history and the actual beginnings of the life creation of the 

universes themselves. In this way the apostate churches cover a wide spectrum of diverse religions 

covering the entire global community.  

 

Whether they are called “churches” or not is immaterial.  

 

As new leaders take position over mother churches whether Catholic or of the Reformation Churches, 

these leaders are only able and under the watchful eye of the World Bank jewry, to do their utmost in 

bringing to light, particle by particle, step by step, issuing incentive as the “good man” Francis of Assisi 

of the twenty-first century has done in his working to bring about a partisan of “annulling” unworkable 

marriages. But he must first gain support for such before law can be enacted while calculating how to 

take the old crisis’ they are faced with, crimes committed by others before they took office, and decide 

what can be done without getting their brains splattered all over the TV network cameras in the 

process.  
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When the FBI or CIA goes undercover as assets they are not protected by another’s valour nor anything 

else. Yet a hero is made IF he or she “succeeds” in their efforts, strategy, and performance to the end. 

However, should the event take longer for the final good results to come about, shall the man or 

woman be charged with the same crimes as those whose accountabilities have yet to be reckoned? 

 

(Note: The divided continuity of both the FBI and CIA of the United States of America leaves the split 

cause not only in the hands of the World Bank jewry, but an ethical content for those determined in 

fairness in their work is a hard line to develop and hold when overshadowed by the program of others in 

session for the pure “perks” of it all. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez) 

 

Shall then a hero, heroes, or heroine/s be killed or imprisoned half-way into their charges, charges 

which have been menstruating for centuries, or does the court believe that what took centuries to 

build in evil response to the paradise this world once knew should indeed be revealed in one moment 

of event by those the World Bank jewry has already imprisoned in just as many chains as is the entire 

Human race today just because somewhere, somehow, a verdict must be drawn in order to satisfy the 

injured, and absolute must then not be given to those hearing confession of even yourselves? 

 

Shall a hero, heroes, or heroine/s be turned into ruthless world bandits in order that someone be 

made to take the blame for the deaths and horrors perpetrated upon those who went before them in 

order to stick a pacifier into the open mouths of the world? 

 

To whom much responsibility is given so is much more expected in keeping all falsehoods out of the 

Church as a whole; a church, churches, and all religious persuasions of which no enlightened HUman 

being would ever wish to stand in his or her name because the Federation of Unified and Free 

Planetary Worlds has never asked for a following nor payments through tithes and alms for any part 

of the setting up of a paradisaical Order or world sanctuary, including the re-teaching of universal 

principles and the accurate history of the seeding to be once again revealed to the peoples, the seeds 

whom have long forgotten of their own heritage; seeds whom are the children which long and not so 

long ago had been brought to this earth by their parents from other earths.  

 

For those who would cast the first stone among the Judges and Members of the High Court of de 

Hague, be careful our friends that the stone is a rock and not a piece of driftwood carved in the 

caricature of a boomerang.  

 

We rest our case.  

 

Mini-Series Continued in Part Twenty-Five 

 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary 

Worlds. Sela 
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25252525. . . . “Non-Fiction” The Seeding: There Can Be No Dilution 

Of Soul (Mini-Series Part Twenty-Five)  

There is much consternation as to whose race is of the pure strain. In this Mini-Series of the 

“Non-Fiction” The Seeding, this issue and “much more” will be placed before the public – 

globally. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez  

• Introduction Into The Source Of Your DNA Transfusion 

• ARE YOU “MATURE?” 

• WHICH RACE IS STILL PURE? 

• YOU ARE “STUCK” WITH YOUR NEW RELATIVES 

• YOUR GREATEST FEAR UNFOUNDED 

Introduction Into The Source Of Your DNA Transfusion 

To all readers of your once understood universal history let us proceed in concert and with 

reason and precious understanding. Salu we greet you all.  

 

One cannot please all people at the same time so one must not try. We are "not" here to 

condemn but to “correct,” for condemnation without the source of both understanding the 

root cause of the history of the Seeding will always leave the people in constant error. And 

where there lies error, contention and hatred will arise and misinformation will take its goal 

and occupy the front seat of the world podium at HUmanities’ worst hour, and mishaps to 

global catastrophe in piecemeal will be a constant wherever one goes. However, once the veil is 

laid open, guided misconceptions by the voice and hand of those who have so lied and 

deceived the each of ye all will see anger replaced by understanding, and reason will quench 
the flames of war quicker than a batch of coffee can be made. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Cortez 
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ARE YOU “MATURE?” 

 

We tell you again, we are here to "assist" each one in becoming the best one can be. 
 

Maturity is an evolutionary state but it is also on the evolutionary scale.  

 

Using people one dislikes for punching bags without first understanding "that soul" and the 

prerequisites to their hour, only succeeds in further brandishing that hot iron of inflaming 

wars rather than taking a new approach which has long succeeded upon other worlds in 

critical mess and bloodshed, horror and tribulation, with much success.  

 

It is not enough to love only those whom it is easy to love or who take one's own "viewpoint" to 

heart. The real test of a leader or of a champion and "definitely" of an "enlightened holy man, 

woman, or child" is to love with your soul those who seem at certain points in the hour during 

their tenure in this world, to be the most unlovable.  

 

This is where true character is formed, not out of "trying" but because one has actually 

earned that right to love the unlovable by understanding that each of us when at our worst 

hour, reign among the unlovable to someone somewhere.  
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Where two souls combine in union a "sacred" joining has occurred. This union is the joining 

back of two souls into one.  

 

The physical is only temporary in each lifestream and when two souls who had begun as the first 

"atom/molecular" cell come back together that joining will be permanent throughout eternity 

should they both desire it. However, when two different cellular atomic/molecular people join 

together, that joining may be too late in finding incompatibility and therein the experience is 

not for that hour and steps must therein be taken to reverse that decision in order that the pair 

unmatched with their initial universal atomic/molecular half be allowed to continue with a new 

experience. 

 

The reason for life is joy and where there is no joy there is no enthusiasm of life.  
 

No man, woman, nor child should ever dictate that the experience of the joining or union of 

a man and woman should not be absolved. This is due to man-made dictates of church 

doctrine or other religious establishment doctrine as set up by those who know no joy only 

misery and give no freedom only bondage, who knew only hate. 
 

The soul "knows" that no colour, no creed, no religion is able to define his or her existence 

simply because each soul in its diverse travels through the centuries has experienced many 

lifestreams where the "soul" learned through these many experiences what it is like to live an 

incarnation as a black man or woman, as a white man or woman, as a brown man or woman, or 

as any other "racial colour" and with this understanding one is "expected" to mature. 

 

But what is maturity without “experience” and a love for universal reality if “first” one cannot 

gauge the fires of war, conflict and hatred, by understanding the reason “why” certain events 

happen? 
 

And how can “understanding” itself take precedence before the veil is torn aside for a distant 

viewing of the initial stages of the first seeding and its continued history in light of all world 

“jewry” which is a verb complex and not a noun, distinctly marking the “event of the takers 

of freedom and makers of trouble” of a constant nature for the entire HUman race. 
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WHICH RACE IS STILL PURE? 

 

The principle of segregating the people from one another has long been a lost cause as when the 

seeding first began upon this once new earth we starmapped as being “Angorius,” the 

segregation of the races was not to ever take on a permanent face, but in fact, it was that the 

“pure” DNA – Helix compound from each race or pronounced peoples were to initially 

remain intact “until” the event occurred whereby each colony of dispersed peoples had 

first “learned” the “good” customs of one another and not the bad customs which developed 

over the hour when tyranny began to erase and replace the “good” with the “very negative” 

customs of those who traversed through the accidental rip in the fabric of space.  

 

The different parts of the ONE BODY WHICH IS THE HUman race as existing as a 

WHOLE or a ONE PEOPLE or ONE HUMANITY no matter the diverseness in 

appearance, needed first to absolve themselves of any tendency toward abhorrence of the 

other, which of course did not exist in the initial stages of the planting of the various seeds by 

the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds as a whole being not one divisible in 

labour, in contentment, and each within the solitary realization that they did not exist as being 

“alone” in their efforts to bring together the gathering in the experimental stages of the 

intergalactic project being initiated by the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds, 
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under one protective and well sealed umbrella.  
 

Once they had learned to work together, sharing projects within their own colonies and then with 

other colonies or races, some of which were coloured races, non-coloured white races, and so on, 

for the colour itself lies dormant after a space within the incarnational evacuation period at 

the point of which many erroneously call “death,” which we term as bodily evacuation of 

the casing provided for that last particular incarnation, the Federation would have moved 

them forward a notch engaging them in state two in living within each others’ colonies.  

 

When the races were well able to integrate both their Talents in sharing important technology, 

among other disciplines, and the development of a good governance within their diverse colonies 

and societies, then the third state would be promoted and that would be the joining of the ethnic 

races across the globe in what many of you term as “interracial marriages.”  

 

This would have eventually, once they had proven the various seeds were able to accept and 

integrate fully within each other’s culture which at the hour was of a positive action, be seen 

that a major intergalactic achievement could be possible, and when possible then be presented 

first galactically then intergalactically-wide bringing HUmanity in all its colours, races, 

mindsets, governance, cultures, and so on, ever so much closer to the ONENESS of Mind 

than ever before.  
 

This would have been our greatest achievement yet had our posterity of the different species 

not been interfered with on a level which they were unable to handle when the Hellions with 

their outmoded generics of contemptuous behavior enlisting the species through utter and 

total deception integrated them instead into a system of monetary bondage and religious 

“persuasion” needed to keep them all in tow. 

 

So what we are tackling in the twenty-first century AD, are not the people who travelled 

through the rip in the fabric of space generated by the Federation of Unified and Free Planets 

themselves due to an accidental maneuvering of our geologist-scientific-technological people, 

but rather the mind-set as well as actions of an outmoded dual World Banking Religious 

Order. 
 

This Hellion system is the long spoken-of New World Order which so many of your “bible 

scholars” are trying to convince the peoples around them, that it is a system yet to transpire 

when the “anti-christ sets up his kingdom.”  

 

Yet the Order of those who traversed through the rip in the fabric of space had millennia ago set 

up their outmoded World Banking Religious Order or System entrapping the “HOLY = 

moral and ethical enlightened or christed ones who are known as the Christos” in some 

circles.  

 

The ones against the moral and ethical combination of the “Christos” as it came to be called 

was the “anti-Christos” Order or system.  
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This “anti-Christos” system which has lasted for millennia need now be retired and replaced 

with the Original Talent and Purchase Order System in order to get us all back on track. 

YOU ARE “STUCK” WITH YOUR NEW RELATIVES 

 

With not one left out. Like it or not, you, the people of the first seeding now have “new 

relatives” and those relatives cannot any longer be distinguished from yourselves, each one, 

because the Hellions who traversed through the accidental rip in the curtain or fabric of space 

have already “tainted” or “mixed” their DNA-Helix contours of genealogy with each colony, 

each nation, save that of the few who have retained their pure strain and believe you me, none of 

you would wish to proclaim those few are YOU. 
 

The “SOUL,” people, CANNOT BE DILUTED because as each succeeding lifestream occurs a 

new genealogy is often the new experience. 

 

The “soul” then “adds” to the experience of experiencing life in another incarnation, as one 

who is birthed, Chinese, or Caucasian, or Filipino of which many peoples’ DNA includes 

Spanish, Mayan, Japanese, Aztec, and Chinese.  
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So the Filipino people of whom are the same people of Hawaii, are far ahead of the game as 

they already are affiliated with many other cultures around them including the Caucasian race 

and for the most part have “retained” their joy of life even through such diverse calamities 

and poverty, because they have managed even through so many invasions and occupations, 

to make “peace” within themselves as a people and as a nation, in accepting other’s DNA-

Helix in the heat of past battles, therein cultivating for themselves a multi-hybrid race and 

loving each part of who they are. 

 
Because the Hellion DNA is now so well “mixed” among ALL of the immutable races of the 

world it is vitally “important” to now include each one of those who traversed through the hole 

in the rip in the fabric of space as they are now just as much a viable part of the entire 

HUman BODY as those who initially were seeded upon this world by the Holy, meaning once 

completely moral and ethical in both their mind-set as well as actions parents of the Federation 

of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds. 
 

And the “jewry” which is a “verb" and not a noun and meaning an “action-taken” outmoded 

banking and religious-matching system be retired and replaced with the Original Talent and 

Purchase Order System in order to get us all back on track. 

 

In actuality, we now have a brand-new race of ONE PEOPLE throughout the global 

community and this hybrid race made up of many racial DNA are ONE TO BE 

CELEBRATED because once the peoples again embrace the Original system of all 

paradisaical planetary earth worlds, as many but not all are known throughout the tenure of the 

building of the universes, we will have orchestrated the finest reproduction of the finest DNA in 

each HUman species working in cooperating and consignment with one another as true 

beautiful seeds which finally flourished and grew throughout the overall dynamics of being 

one creation before the hour passed into pure daylight.  
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YOUR GREATEST FEAR UNFOUNDED 

 

There will never be an exhumation of the entire world scene of travelers from other planetary worlds 

which were planted long ago by the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds because the 

Hellions who traveled through a rip in the curtain or the fabric of space have “joined” their DNA 

worldwide, save for a few, and for this reason alone will the global button for complete extinction of 

the races never occur. 

 

Continued in Part 26 

 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary 

Worlds 

 

 


